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Bargaining stalled, Event Center could lose the Jammers
By Denise Reynolds
Daily staff writer

Officials from the Event Center
and the San Jose Jammers basketball team are five months overdue
in renegotiating the team’s lease
agreement.
At the same time, city officials
have been trying to woo the team
to play at the Civic Auditorium,
according to the team’s general
manager Dave Cortese, leaving the
Jammers’ future at SJSU up in the
air.
"The administration for the
Civic has been fairly agressive pursuing negotiations with the Jammers ."said Cortese.
However, the maximum capac-

ity tor a basketball game at the
Civic Auditorium is 2,8(4. Last
season’s games drew an average of
2,3(1) people, which allows for a
growth of only 5(X) fans. Cortese
hopes to increase attendance by 1.000 this season. "The Civic does
not allow for growth," said Cortese.
The reasons for the delayed negotiations vary with whichever
side is speaking. Events Director
Ted Cady contends that .Cortese
has not provided university officials with an offer for how much
the team wants to pay to lease the
Event Center per game.
According to Cady, a complete
schedule for Spartan athletic was

Six robberies
strike SJSU
campus area

to be submitted April I by Athletic
Director Randy Hoffman. However, Hoffman did not give Cady
the men’s and women’s basketball
schedule until mid-April and the
women’s volleyball schedule until
early May.
Hoffman was not available for
comment.
"We cannot schedule the Jammers betOre we schedule Spartan
Athletics." Cady said.
On Monday. Cortese submitted
40 tentative dates to the Continental Basketball Association for the
scheduling of 28 home games. The
dRtes selected by Cortese were not
in conflict with the men’s and
women’s Big West basketball

schedule, but were turned in without Cady’s approval.
According to Cady, there is only
one conflict of dates between the
men’s basketball team and the
Jammers.
Earlier this month. Student
Union Director Ron Barrett received permission front the Student Union Board of Directors to
renegotiate the team’s per-game
lease, which last season was
$2.(XX). The team wanted a lower
price because it lost money last
season, Barrett told SUBOD.
Event Center officials are concerned because they have already
designed their 1990-91 budget
around the Jammers’ continued

presence in the center.
"Dave Cortese was supposed to
come to us with the lowest price
they were willing to pay over a
month ago." Cady said.
Figures front the Jammers’ income front the previous season
were not available until Friday.
according to Cortese. "It is impossible to negotiate an agreement
without last year’s income," Cor
tese said.
The Jammers have been invited
by Cady to negotiate a new tennancy for this year, but finances
tem,
have not been discussed yet. Corfilth/i.11 manager
tese confirmed.
Cady believes that the Jammers Center, but adds. "We can’t be as
will play this season in the Event cheap as the Civic."

Fit for graduation

By .lamara Thompson

Lack of notice
angers dorm
residents
Itt famara Thompson
Daily staff writer

Many residence hall students are upset that they
weren’t warned about six
strongarm robberies on campus Monday night even
though their advisers and directors knew about them
hours later.
Residence hall advisers who were told about the robberies said they were put in a
by
University
Catch-22
H
Services.
One R.A.. who asked not
to he identified, said the staff
was caught in the middle. "1
can see that housing didn’t
want to create a panic. and I
can see the residents’ point of
view, too. When it comes
down to it, the residents
needed to know," the R.A.
said.
"I would feel horrible if
something happened to a person I knew as a direct result
See DORMS. page 12

Daily staff writer

Six people were robbed Monday
night, five on campus. in a 30 minute robbery spree by two men
claiming to have a gun.
Approximately $250 was taken
and two people required medical
treatment for minor injuries, said
Richard A. Staley, spokesman for
the University Police Department.
Johnny Joe Valles, 18, was arrested by UPD officers at 9:33
p.m. and was booked into the
Santa Clara County Jail. Although
no gun was actually seen, Valles
was charged with six counts of
armed robbery, Staley said.
He is being held without bail so
far because an armed robbery
charge requires bail to be set by a
judge. Staley said.
Valles is a San Jose resident but
not a student at SJSU. He is believed to be on parole for a different offense. Staley added.
An SJSU student and a 13-yearold deaf boy were both treated at
San Jose Medical Center for minor
injuries after allegedy being hit and
kicked by Valles in the robberies
which began just after 9 p.m.
See ROBBERIES. page 12
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Graduating senior Rusti Silacei, a natural science major, tries on her
mortar board in the Spartan Bookstore. lore than 1,100 students

Training for cops expected
By Harry Mok
Daily staff writer

University police will receive additional training in media relations after an officer was accused
of improperly seizing a Spartan Daily photographer’s film. SJSU’s director of public safety announced Tuesday.
UPD officer Robert Noriega allegedly threatened photographer Kelley Chinn and reporter
Kevin Weil with arrest if they did not turn over film
with pictures of the scene of a pipe bomb explosion
on campus on April 18.
"As a result of the incident. UPD has issued a
training bulletin in laws pertinent to the news
media as part of its regular in-service training program." SJSU Director of Public Safety Richard L.
Aheyta was quoted in a written statement.
"The SJSU police department regrets the incident that took place on April IS. . . ," Abeyta further stated.
Under California’s "shield law." law enforcement officials must subpoena journalists’ film
or notes if they refuse to give them up willingly.
Using threats or coercion to obtain these
materials is against the law, according to John
Carrie, a media law lawyer and instructor at the
University of California at Berkeley’s graduate
school of journalism.
Abeyta’s statement did not address the legality
of Noriega’s actions.
However, the statement did state that "it is
not and never has been the policy of the UPD to
confiscate film, tape, notes or other materials from
journalists.’’
The day after the remnants of the pipe bomb

’As a result of the
incident, UPD has issued
a training bulletin in laws
pertinent to the news
media’
Richard L.

Abeyta,

SJSU director of public safety
were discovered, federal bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco & Firearms were dispatched to SJSU to help
UPD officers investigate the blast at the plaza on
Seventh Street.
As Chinn photographed the scene, ATF
agents requested that he not take pictures of their
faces. Chinn said he complied and shot around the
agents.
"They didn’t seem to think I was doing that,
though," Chinn said at the time.
The ATF agents again requested Chinn to not
take pictures of them. It was then that Noriega allegedly threatened Chinn and Weil with arrest if
they did not turn over their film, according to
Chinn.
ATF officials processed the film and confiscated one frame of the negative because they said it
had an image that could identify an agent.
Chinn said he has not tried to get the frame
back and didn’t know if he would pursue it.
UPD spokesman Richard Staley said he didn’t
See COPS, page 14

staff photographer

had purchased their caps and gowns by Monday night. Commencement ceremonies will begin at 9 a.m. May 26 at Spartan Stadium.

Rebuilding Fraternity Row

Houses may go to Greeks
Ity Sylvia D. Ulloa
Daily staff writer

Campus Greeks waging an ongoing battle to oust Job Corps and
rebuild Fraternity Row are fighting
a heavyweight in the U.S. government.
Barry Swenson, a prominent
Delta Upsilon alumnus, said Monday that he believes that Job
Corps, a federal job training program, should move out of two
houses he owns on I I th Street in
the near future.
But the department of labor
wants to keep its Job Corps program in place until it can move into
its own property in East San Jose
after it’s renovated, said Richard
Martinez, one of the San Jose Job
Corps directors.
"We’ve been trying to get those
homes for 10 years." said Nada
Houston, SJSU Greek adviser.
But, according to Swenson. he
has a "gentleman’s understanding" with federal labor department
officials that Job Corps would vacate his property within two to
three years of the purchase of the
houses. Swenson bought the
houses in 1988, he said.

tor who is renovating the downtown De Anza Hotel, wanted to
donate them to his former fraternity, believing that Job Corps
would leave when its leases expired.
"I just wanted to get the Job
Corps out and the fraternities in,"
Swenson said.
Swenson has also made an offer
on a third house leased by Job
Corps, and said he plans to lease
the extra houses to other Greek or
student housing organizations.
"My desire is to make it all student housing," he said.
Houston agreed. saying. "Nitta
rally we would like to have them
for student housing."
Tensions have periodically run
high between Greek members and
the Job Corps students, who live in
the program’s five houses. The
two factions have constantly accused one another of holding loud
parties and bothering one another
on the street.

One Job Corps lease was to have
Swenson, an industrial contrac- expired in 1989. while the other

had almost 10 Nears to run
However, when the lease espired on the first house, federal officials said they would not leave,
Swenson said.
"They said. ’The United States
government could stay wherever
they want,’ ’ Swenson said.
When Swenson threatened the
government with litigation, he said
they threatened to condemn the
property so that Job Corps could
continue to use the houses indefinitely.
Swenson said he negotiated an
See GREEKS. 1)(we 14

Editor’s
note’
This is the last issue of the
Daily for the Spring 1990
semester. The paper will resume
publication on Aug. 27. The staff would like to thank
the students, faculty and staff of
SJSU for their valuable input and
help in putting out this semester’s
Daily. We’d also like to
congratulate the class of 1990.
Have a great summer.
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EDITORIAL

Token statement is not the answer
While were heartened by the belated comments offered by SJSU
Director of Public Safety Richard
Abeyta regarding the seizing of Spartan
Daily staff film, we have to say it’s not
enough.
Daily reporter Kevin Weil and photographer Kelley Chinn were accosted by
University Police Department officer Robert
Noriega at the April 18 bomb scene. A
bomb had gone off in the early morning
hours at a campus plaza and Weil and Chin
arrived to cover the story. Noriega threatened both with arrest. The two student journalists, naturally unnerved, acquiesced.
The resulting investigation by UPD of
Noriega’s actions turned up three weeks
later a token Abeyta statement about
UPD willingness to follow Constitutional
guidelines for a free press.
ournalists, especially student journalists, often wax eloquent about the pubJ lic’s right to know to the point of
putting themselves at odds with their readers. However, when a bomb detonates in the
middle of a college campus and the campus
press is not allowed to report the issue, the
need for the public’s right to know is clearly
demonstrated.

Specifically, Abeyta’s statement said
"UPD policy is respectful of the U.S.
Constitution and state laws regarding search
and seizure and the protection of a journalist’s particular rights." Attached was a training bulletin containing those rights for the
UPD officers to (we hope) review. Ideally,
this is not a new policy. If it is, we hope the
force in general and Noriega in particular is
made aware of it.
The statement also alludes to an ongoing
investigation which "may or may not" result
in action by the UPD. We hope the investigation of the four-week old event is completed soon.
So we’re pleased to see the words "UPD
regrets" in the statement, but we’d prefer
Abeyta to admit misconduct by his department, and an apology to our readers and the
’laity staff involved.
s a postscript, the Spartan Daily realizes this editorial leaves no time for
rebuttal by the UPD or other concerned parties, as this is our last issue of the
semester. This is not normal Daily policy.
The copy of Abeyta’s statement reached the
newsroom approximately seven hours
before this issue went to press.

Letters to the Editor

Article misstates the facts
Editor,
On May 14, there appeared an article regarding
disputes among Latino organizations in terms of the
Cinco de Mayo festivities held on campus. There
were two key elements of the article that prompted me
to write this letter - the article’s one-sided perspective
and Misstated facts.
The article gave an account of how the Gamma
Zeta Alpha fraternity did not wish to participate in
conjunction with other Latino organizations to present
the Cinco de Mayo festivities here on campus.
At this time, I should state that I am a brother of
, the Gamma Zeta Alpha fraternity.
The fraternity had been planning for the Cinco de
Mayo as far back as September. Yes, there were talks
between Gamma Zeta Alpha and the Cinco de Mayo
committee to join together and form a committee, but
nothing solid was established between the two groups.
For this reason, two separate festivities took place.
In his article, Adolfo Torres repeatedly quoted
Alejandro Gonzalez. The reason I state this is to show
the narrow viewpoint from which the article was written. In the article. Gonzalez believes that the fraternity wishes to alienate itself from other Latino organizations. Granted, Mr. Gonzalez is entitled to his
personal opinion. But I also believe the author of the
article should have given the fraternity a better opportunity to answer issues concerning the fraternity. As a
whole, the fraternity does not always participate at
every Latino function that is held on campus but I
should also state that we do participate at these events
as individuals.
For the benefit of Mr. Gonzalez. I would like to
point out that Gamma Zeta Alpha is a young Latino
fraternity whose members take great pride in supporting what it stands for. Unfortunately, because the fraternity is young in comparison to other fraternities,
the main priority of the group is to first lay down a
solid foundation. It is this foundation that will determine our success. A great deal of time is spent on
building this foundation and, yes. sometimes that
means not participating at every single function that is
held on campus. Hopefully. Mr. Gonzalez might now
have a better understanding as to why Gamma Zeta
Alpha is not present at all Latino activities.
Secondly, there were mistakes concerning some
of the facts of the article written by Mr. Toms.
Gamma Zeta Alpha had nothing to do with the Cinco
de Mayo barbecue. That event was free to all students. The event was put on by Nu Alpha Kappa, Calmeca Project. Lamba Sigma Gamma and other Latino
organizations. The article also stated that we allow
only certain people to our social events. This
statement is true if you wish to mention our formal. It
is at this event that we invite those individuals who
have greatly helped our cause.

ganizations (including Lambda Sigma Gamma,
MEChA and Nu Alpha Kappa), formed a Cinco De
Mayo committee. The committee asked Gamma Zeta
Alpha to incorporate their planned event with theirs.
The fraternity decided not to, due to the fact that they
had dedicated much time in organizing and felt since
they were the only group to take the initiative they
rightly deserved all due merit for their event.
This decision on behalf of Gamma Zeta Alpha
caused much stir within the committee membership
inlcuding some Associated Students officials, who
were also part of the committee.
At one point, the fraternity members challenged board members Andrew Flores. Director of
Ethic Affairs, and Patrice Fuseing, A.S. Controller,
for a Milk) reason for the hold and got in response very
weak reasoning.
This only shows how this university s stuuem
government could successfully be pressured by other
organizations into obtaining what the groups want.
The A.S. should be condemned for their unprofessionalism and the groups that put the pressure on them
for their immature tactful ways.
I.isa Robles
Senior
municat

Recto defense falls flat

Ed 11111
I would like to respond to Monday’s letter by
Roy "Boom -Boom" Recio.
Mr. Recio. I’d enjoy taking you up on your invitation to attend your Scout meeting, but seeing as
Tuesday is my 21st birthday, I will be out drinking
(with friends older than 10 or II)and therefore, unable to attend. Perhaps this is for the better, as through
the medium of newsprint. I can address your questions thoroughly, and without putting on my boxing
gloves.
Mr. Recio, you ask what 1 have done for the
community. I have to admit I am no Boy Scout leader.
However. 1 am an officer of the SJSU cycling club.
active intereollegiately and on an amateur level with a
San Jose club in the sport of bicycle racing. I also
have two jobs lined up for the upcoming summer. One
involves working as a guide at San Jose’s Children’s
Discovery Museum. The other is a mathematics tutoring position with SJSU’s MESA (Mathematics Engineering Science Achievement).
As for personally knowing your fraternity brothers. I choose not to and with good reason. Upon visiting the Eighth Street house during my freshman year
here at SJSU (I was invited to pledge). I decided to
avoid the house and its inhabitants thereafter. The
house was dirty, in disrepair and dark, regardless of
the sunlight outside. The members’ only concerns
seemed to revolve around the recollection, tabulation
and announcement of statistics of empty liquor conThe article written by Mr. Torres could have tainers at their last party. In the week following a
been more thoroughly researched and presented. The Sigma Alpha Mu event several semesters ago. for exviewpoint in the article was very one-sided. I would ample, a member with whom I was remotely achave liked for the writer to have written the story with quainted showed me pictures of the preceding weekboth perspectives in mind. I hope next year the frater- end’s lestivites. Instead of joyful revelers, the photos
nity will have more time to participate in more events. were of five or six empty beer kegs, and the floor beneath them. I am not making this up. The impression I
Eloy Garcia got of the average Sigma Alpha Mu member at the
Business Marketing time of my visit was one of an apathetic, non-interac/eta Alpha tive misfit.
In the four years since. I have been living downtown, going to school, attending sporting events and
campus activities and have yet to see a "Sammy" do
anything to alter that first impression. At Spartan footEditor.
ball games, they’re always the group that remains in
I am writing this letter in regards to the Cinco De the tailgate area long after the game has started, apMayo conflicts that surfaced throughout the semester. panmily tor the sole purpose of playing with their
As a Hispanic at SJSU. I would like to inform on the ever-present "beer bong." When underage partyissue at hand.
goers (children, really) were being handed cups of
During the fall of 1910 I watched members of the beer in past semesters, it came as no surprise it ocof
Gamma Zeta Alpha fraternity approach members
cured at a Sigma Alpha Mu party. Are these the acvarious Latino organizations about commencing the tions of a community-conscious and proud fraternity’?
planning for a Cinco De Mayo event. Many groups I think not!
did not want to bother with this planning because of it
Mr. Redo also wants to know if I have been a rebeing "too early in the school year." The fraternity cluse all my life. I find this an odd question, considtook it upon themselves to organize for this much cel- ering the "Sammies" are the embodiment of recluebrated holiday.
sion on this campus. At a recent Spartan basketball
A month prior to the holiday. some Hispanic or- game, for instance. I occupied a scat adjacent to our

Many to blame for conflicts

school’, I reek section... Flierc. I is enthusiastic
membet, of various fraternitic, and sororities
cheering on SJSU, their many shouts of encouragement following suit with coach Stan Morrison’s desire
for a more spirited home school rooting section. The
"Sammies." meanwhile, preferred to sit alone in isolated seats high on the opposite side of the arena, curiously non-vocal and far removed from the excitement on the basketball court.
Mr. Redo. I suggest you put away your headgear
and mouthpiece for a while and consider the facts before you attempt to defend yourself and that sorry facsimile of a "brotherhood" to which you belong.
Todd L. Anderson
Senior
Civil Enginering

In defense of Roy Rem
Editor,
There 1 was, happily reading the Daily on a beautiful spring day. Then, much to my dismay. I was
confronted with a letter that illustrated perfectly the
backwards attitudes that I’d thought I’d left, behind
when I moved here from the mountains of North Carolina.
Mr. Anderson. when I read your ludicrous.
barely literate and overwhelmingly biased evaluation
of Roy Recio’s worth to the community. I was dumb
founded. Your letter was so riddled with errors, both
factual and philosophical, that I scarcely know where
to begin. As a matter of fact, in terms of grammar. I
would compare your letter to a Volkswagen-stuffing
contest. Just how many boo-boos can you cram into
one itsy-bitsy paragraph? At least you managed to distinguished yourself in some small way.
Out of all the insults to good taste you included
in your letter, the most glaring has to be your attitude
toward the Hispanic community. You advise Roy to
avoid giving his Cub Scouts any direction that will
cause them to "emulate their poor Hispanic elders."
This, sir, is blatant racism. You mentioned that you
are glad that you aren’t a parent of one of Roy’s
scouts. Is this because of Roy. or because of the Anglocentric racial arrogance that is so obvious in your
letter? Survey says. . .well we all know what the answer is anyway. Perhaps you are the man to give these
disadvantaged children the only real break they seem
to be getting. I would, however, caution you to remember that those little brown shirts do not come with
swast i sk as .
Your comments about Roy verge on the libelous,
and are more suited to some rag like the Enquirer. If
you had bothered to use the reading skills that you, as
a senior, are supposed to possess. you might have
spared yourself an embarrassing debut in the press.
First of all. Roy leads Cub Scouts and not Boy Scouts.
as you assert. Your very first sentence reveals your
somewhat less than lucid grasp on reality. Now let’s
move to your condemnation of Roy on the basis of
one off-hand comment about drinking. Roy was describing his Roy Scout experiences when he made the
comment about that was paraphrased, not quoted.
Roy was an Eagle Scout. (can you say the same, Mr.
Anderson?) so he was a scout at the age when most
Americans learn to drink. So your connection between Roy’s drinking and the reality of his work leading the Cub Scouts is faulty, to say the least. This isn’t
merely supported by logic. You, in your condemnation of Roy, conveniently ignore the opinions of those
who actually work with him. You call him a "delinquent:" they call him a "Godsend." Who is in a better position to judge? Again, the answer is obvious.
You are very quick to condemn Roy; what do
you do? No doubt someone so morally concerned for
the welfare of youth must be a paragon of charity. I
seriously, seriously doubt it.
You have insulted the Hispanic community, you
have insulted one of the finest men I know, and, finally. you have insulted one of the finest organizations on campus. I can reply to your childish comments about Sigma Alpha Mu easily. I would rather
have a "delinquent" like Roy as my brother than a
closed-minded student such as you. If you would like.
I will personally escort you through the chapter, but I
think you would find, according to your suspect Stan-

A

dards. altogether too many "delinquents." Was yotir
letter written out of some sort of petty, adolescent fraternity rivalry? Or old-fashioned, vanilla-flavored,
self-righteous, plain brown wrapper, holier than thou.
pig ignorance? I sincerely hope that you are going to
he a better engineer than you are a social critic.
Andy Mast
Sophomore
Environmental Studies

The rest of the story
Editor.
I believe the article. "Cinco de Mayo causes L16putt: among SJSU groups," by Adolfo Torres viis
misrepresentation of the truth and in very bad taste.
As one representative of the Calmeca project on
the Cinco de Mayo Committee, I feel Adolfo Tonic,
presented only half of the truth. Each Latino organ!.
tion was invited to elect two representatives to tin
committee. The Cinco de Mayo Committee was led
by Director of Ethnic Affairs. Andrew Flores.
Gamma Zeta Alpha was represented by Gabriel Miramontes and Juan Ham.
Mr. Gonzales was quoted as saying, "The fraternity wanted nothing to do with other Latino organizations for the celebration." Yet, Mr. Miramontes and
Mr. Ham were present at the Cinco de Mayo Committee meetings. It seemed to me as if the effort to participate with the other groups and organizations was evident.
"Most Gamma Zeta Alpha events allow only
certain people to attend by invitation," said Mr. Gonzales. I feel this quote was irrelevant to the article.
since the Cinco de Mayo events were open to the entire student body.
I strongly agree with Anabel Ibanez. "El respeto
al derecho ajeno hace la paz." Gamma Zeta Alpha
should be praised for their efforts. They requested and
were allocated funds for the Cinco de Mayo festivities. Therefore. Gamma Zeta Alpha was responsible
for the event. They, as an organization, have the right
to organize their event as they please. Other clubs and
organizations should respect their rights and, maybe
that way, we could have some peace.
Martha Cervantei
Freshman
Social work
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Africa offers CSU students
a different kind of learning
By Brian Wright
matt welter
Zimbabwe is looking for a few
good students.
California State University students are now eligible to apply to
attend the Univeristy of Zimbabwe
through the CSU International Programs (CSUIP), as long as a 3.0
grade point average has been maintained and other requirements are
satisfied, according to Andy SoIli.
alumni assistant for CSUIP.
This marks the first time that the
continent of Africa is included in
the International Programs through
the CSU system. The University of
Zimbabwe is located in Harare. the
capital of Zimbabwe. The native
language is Shona, though most
people in Zimbabwe speak English. SoIli said. It is not a requirement to learn the native language
in any of the International Programs. SoIli added, and all of the
classes will be held in English.
The tuition for attending the
University of Zimbabwe. or any
other CSUIP campus, is paid for
Daily

through regular CSU tuition. Additional costs, however. are estimated, at a minimum. to be $9. according to a CSUIP
pamplet on Zimbabwe. Financial
aid is also available
Solli, a Norwegian. is a graduating senior in journalism. He has
been at S1SU on a student visa
since 19147. and spent two semesthrough the International
ters
Programs in West Germany.
"Whatever (a student’s) major
or minor is." Solli said that they
"should spend some time overseas." lie added that "one year
would help a lot.’ but less than
one year would not be enough to
really experience a different culture.
"The CSU programs offer a
unique opportunity for students to
be oserseas and still work on a degree in the United States," he said.
He also said that he will be graduating early because he spent a
year overseas. It was in West Germany that he took many German
and other classes to fulfill his

t
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minor requirements. Otherwise, he
said he would be at least one half
year behind.
The world, he said, is changing
daily and it is "very importaid to
learn at least one other language.
The U.S. economy and people
would benefit from these chances
"It is so important for the U.S.
government to take a peek at other
cultures." he said.
He pointed out that the markets
of Eastern Europe are opening up
and the United States should take
advantage of this, especially by
sending people who understand the
different cultures and languages it
those countries.
"The Cold War is over." he
said. "It is time to send the right
people to benefit United States interests
Additional information can he
obtained through the CSUIP representative, located in the Administration Building, room I50.

Ace
in the
hole
Hai Xuan
Nguyen, a
junior
majoring in
computer
science, and
Steve Chin, a
senior, seek
relief front
pre-final
+tress with a
game of card+
in the student
union.
Marcia Lepler
Daily staff
photographer
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a special student price and the IBM PS/2 Loan for
I .earning, it’s very affordable.*
Yini can also get special prices on three models of
IBM Proprinter.’"
But dim’t %tail too long. Get a jump on the
now with an IBM l’S/2.

PS/2 it!

GRADUATES!
LAST CHANCE!
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
SPECIAL STUDENT PRICES
BY JUNE 15!
Come on over to the Spartan Bookstore,
or call 452-4190 to set up a
time for a personal demonstration.
Immediate availability of all models
Make a PS/2 part of your graduation celebration !

Remember-- special student prices
for graduates end June 15th at
the Spartan Bookstore!

’ Ibis oilers available only to 4.1,1.1 students faculty and stall who purchase IBM PSn2 s through participating campus outlets Orders are sarreta re
ayallabaity Prices are sublect to change and IBM may withdraw the otter Sr any lime wither written notice
Personal System/2 and PF,’,2 are registered hademarks of International Business Machine, Corporation,
’Prop inter is a tmckrnack &Internat.., Business Machine, Caeporatren
IBM Corporal inn 1990

seiiyour
books
now

ef4310112 BOO K
STORE

==.=

at

on tenth st.
across from alien hall
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Spartaguide

Concentration

SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
faculty
and staff organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union The
deadline for entries IS 10 a m No
Dhone-in items will be accepted
available to SJSU student

TODAY
JEWISH STUDENT UNION. Bag Lunch
1230p m An Quail Cail 286 1531
A.S.P.B.: Wendy Waller and the Natural
Wonders an ensemble noon S U Amp.
theatre Call 924-6261

BRIGHT LIGHTS PERFORMING ARTS:
Baby with the Bathwater by Christopher
Durang. 8 pm Studio Theatre HGH 103.
Tickets $3 in advance. $4 at the door Call
924-8554

[MPLOINIF \ I

WASHINGTON SQUARE. Walking big 01
May 17. 12:30

historic Washington Square
p m Tower Hall
FRIDAY

CAMPUS MINISTRY: lane Candlelight
Prayer 730 p ri) Campus Ministry Chapel
Call 298-0204
SUNDAY

CAMPUS MINISTRY: Sunday Worship
10 45 am Lutheran Worship) 630 pm
and 8 p m (Catholic Mass) Campus Christian Center Chapel i10th ad San CarloSI
Call 298-0204

OTHER

JEWISH STUDENT UNION:

Barbecue and

Senior Sendoff, May 28, 11 am SJSU BarSTUDENT AFFLIATION FOR ENVIRON- becue Pits Call 286-1531 to RSVP
MENTAL RESPECT: Meeting and short talk ART DEPT:Gallery presentations May 14-

on the miraculous hemp plant 5 pm
235A Call 924-5467

DMH

THURSDAY
A.S. HOMECOMING COMMITTEE: Home-

coming

committee meeting 1 p m to 3 p m .
S U Pacheco Room Call 924-6240

18. Art Building Call 924-4321

ESCAPE BAR AND GRILL: Bill Thoemke
Memonal Dart and Pool Marathon, 7 p m ,
June 1 Call 377-5436

FANTASY AND STRATEGY CLUB: Open
gaming. May 16. Student Union Constanoan
Room Call 924-7027

CENTER FOR BEETHOVEN STUDIES:

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Last Chance lob lair. 11 a m to
2pm,SU Ballroom Call 924-6048

All
Beethoven recital by the Julliard String
Ouartet, Friday, 7 30, Concert Hall Call 9244590

OPPORII \MINI\

lea

.90s

Reference and Research
Services Supervisor
Editorial Library: Supervising a staff of
seventeen, the successful candidate will direct
operations in the Los Angeles Times
Reference/Research Section. providing full
services to the newsroom staff.
The desired qualifications include:
10+ years increasingly responsible library
reference/research experience.
II 5 years in a supervisory capacity.
On-line research experience with extensive knowledge of
bibliographic and full text and numerical databases.
II Good communication and organizational skills.
Previous newspaper experience is a definite advantage. An MS
degree in Library and Information Science is essential.
The Los Angeles Times offers an outstanding compensation
and benefits package, including company-paid ESOP, 40100
and subsidized parking. Send your resume with cover letter to
Los Angeles Times. Employment Office. Dept. RRSS/KNI.
Times Mirror Square, Los Angeles, CA 90053.
An Affirmative Action Employer. Principals Only.

Cos Angeles

tine6
ii

MEL&G LIME
lie’s every woman’s dream
and one woman’s
nightmare.

Ken Wong

Special to the Daily

Kurt Sennew aid, an equipment attendant for the Hillman Performance department practices Kendo with a stall on the lawn in
front of the Spartan Memrorial. Kendo is a form of martial arts.

Gum-hewing housewife has $150 fine
popped on her for disturbing court
FRLSNO

A

bubble

gum pop that became a full-blown
trial has resulted in a $150 fine
against a woman who claims to
have blown the world’s largest
bubble.
A Municipal Court jury found
Susan
Montgomery
Williams
guilty on Monday of repeatedly
popping her gum in a hallway outside a courtroom, disrupting the
august proceedings inside,

Williams, who blew her way
into the Guinness Book of World
Records in 1985 with a 22-inch
bubble, was found guilty Monday
of disturbing the court by popping
her gum too loudly in a public hallway.
Two bailiffs who arrested Wilhams contended the popping
sounded like .38-caliber gunfire.

YesterDaily
ii
coinpu% every day. Yesterbin 1
Many

Anide/1/.1

are

on wide% readers with a recap of
the pi.rin day s top stories.

building at Iwo parking structures
on South campus and support of
the extension of BART and the
light rail.

LI

In keeping with the idea that the

’90s will he the environmental deelide. the new proposed campus
master plan has been sensitive to
Ck’t
issues. The plan. develaped ho. iii lilies development and
operations, calls for the increase of
net building square footage, while
in:iv:1,61g the amount of green
.ind landscaped areas, the

For some SJSU students, the
spring 1990 semester will be remembered as another faceless four
months in pursuit of a degree and
graduation.
But for 42 students who spent
the semester in Bath. England. the
semester will be regarded as a
memorable experience.

Instant
Passport
Photos
The next time you need instant passport
photos, come to Kinko’s. You’ll have them in minutes, without
breaking your travel budget

.I

$2 O
Off Passport Photos

Brmg this coupon into Kinko’s for $200 oh on a set of regularly priced Instant
. Passport Photos No appointment necessary Not valid with any other offer Or
Icoupon per customer Valid through _ 7/15/90 ..
I

.

I

;

I
I

I

I

I

!.

295 -4336

310 S. Third St.

San Jose, CA 95112

kinkoss

the copy center
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The man behind the drum
From the time a friend bought
him the drum, it’s been krazy
w as the sesenth inning stretch. the
ItOakland A’s had just come off the
field. when a blond. long-haired man
stood up in the bleachers and began hanging his drum. fp sounds from that drum
were heard throughout the entire stadium.
The tradition had hegun.
ra, ’s pride and
jin. the drum that
started the tradit.

His name is George "Kra/)’ Henderson. He was originally bum in Napa.
Calilbmia. However, he never quite lit the
mold of the slow-paced Napa lifestyle, so
lie moved to San Jose,
He attended San Jose State University and received his teaching credential in
1971. He taught electronics at Buchser
High School. hut this wasn’t his destiny.
lie despised teaching. He needed something different and exciting.
The answer was obvious.
Kw.), and his drum were the ultimate crowd pleasers at San Jose State
football games and even A’s games.Finally. the A’s discovered his natural talent
for spirit leading and eventually hired him
in 1975 to conduct his first crowd roaring
symphony at the Oakland Coliseum.

krazy delivers the "ugly-face" in front of his Aptos bar and grill

Soon thereafter, he became a bay
area hero. Quickly, he expanded on his
talent and moved on to do other sports.
college and professional football. baseball. basketball and even hockey games all
over the nation.
In the past. Krazy’s other San Jose

I’ll do anything in public
for money. I think I have a
good product here; my
face - it’s ugly.
-Kra:)’ George
clients included the San Jose Sunhirds volleyball team and San Jose Earthquakes
soccer team. More recently. he has been
seen performing at the San Jose Janimers
game adorned in his self-advertising t shirt. Surprisingly, he has time to do an
occasional SJSU games at no charge.
His technique and motto are simple.
"I’ll do anything in public for money. I
think I have a good product here: my
face - it’s ugly."
With this att kid(’ it’s easy to see how
he became kiuoa ii as ’Kraiy George.’
In his free time, he runs a sportsoriented bar and grill appropriately named
Kraty’s located in Aptos. California. He
hopes to open another bar and grill here in
San Jose, his " spiritual hometown."
Krazy said he will continue to spirit lead.
As long as there is a crowd, there must be
a leader, someone who will lift the ;toolspirits and someone who will keep the
gtxxl ones going, he said.

Krazy loses his cool and tells the referee what to do with the whistle. Krazy seems to know his limitations when it comes to dealing with referees.

George Henderson takes care of some business while conversing with old-time friend,

Bob Swanson. Bob is also an !OM’ alumni
from the class of 1940.

Story
and
Photography by
Michael J. Caulfield
Krazy takes a short break during a Jammers game
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SJSU golfer says he will turn professional :iirirt
It

Kelly Davis

Daily staff photographer

Mike Foster, upset with a shot at Stanford last month. has been playing
golf since he was 2. He was named Big West Co-player of the Year for
list season. He plans to join the professional ranks this summer.

Golfers take finals
in class, on greens
All-American status it he does well
on his finals. To qualify an athlete
Currently concentrating on fi- must at least have a 3.0 (WA.
nals, SJSU’s men’s golf team will which Walker currently has.
soon be gearing up for the Regionals in Las Cruces New Mexico on
With the lay-off Schwendinger
May 24-26.
was out recruiting potential golfers
at a State Community College
The moral is "super good" tournament hoping to find the right
according to coach Dick Schwen- type of student athlete that can
dinger. who feels the Spartans handle the pressures of Division 1
have a good shot at winning the re- competition.
gionals, even though SJSU is not
favored.
"It’s difficult to maintain both a
decent GPA and maintain the high
"This is the time when there are level of play that is required for Di
all good teams," Schwendinger vision I play," Schwendinger said
said. The mental game is also very
important this time of year, he.
The Spartans are mainly a vetftvwj ,tgam highlighted by the plzi
a Big West Co-player of the Yeal
In the mean time freshmen Brian Mike Foster, who has the potential
Paulson and Bob Siravo did well in of All-American honors.
the California Amateurs. Siravo
shot par in the final round.
Coach Mark Gale’s women’s
team is preparing the NCAA
Senior Trent Walker, number championships in Hilton Head.
two on the SJSU depth chart, has South Carolina starting on May 23
the potential of attaining Academic The Spartans will be defending the
national championship they won
last year at Stanford.
By Mark Smith

Daily staff writer

Slat) 01%431
. ,tatt writer

Mike Foster was destined to
play golf.
When he was a baby his parents
would put his tar seat into a golf
can so that he could ride around
with th.!m while they played golf
on the course that bordered their
house.
At age two, he’d hit golf halls
with sawed-off clubs that his parents made for him. He started competing in junior tournaments when
he was five.
Now he’s 21, the number-one
golfer at SJSU and he’s just been
named Big West Co-player of the
Year. He plans to turn professional
this summer.
"I’ve got another year or yearand-a-half of school, but that’s
going to have to wait tor a while.’’
Foster said. "I’m going to take
some time and concentrate on golf.
When you’re playing well you’ve
go to take a chance. I can always
come back."
His parents have some reservations. ’We went back and forth
over it. I wish he would finish,"
his mother Diane Foster said.
"Hopefully he’ll go back sometime, but I have to let him have his
shot at it."
Mike Foster, who looks more
like a professional football player
than a golfer, had a specific reason
for concentrating on golf. "I
played everything baseball,
fix)tball and soccer." Foster said.
’Goll was just something I could
do on my own."
"Golf is totally different than
any other sport because it’s all individual." Foster said. "I like to
be able to blame myself for my
mistakes and not someone else."
Foster prefers golf for other reasons as well. "In golf, some weeks
you practice a lot and some weeks
you don’t practice at all." Foster
said. "My work habits aren’t
good. I’m not really lazy, just laidhack."

One part of his game that ma
not need any coaching is his short
game. "I chip well and I’m a pretty gtxxl putter." Foster said
"Putting is all mental. If you believe you can putt, you’ll be a good
putter."
Foster and his parents do agree
that golf has given them an opportunity to travel and visit many vacation locales. "We’ve got to sey
more places by him playing golf.’
his mother said. They went to Hawaii this year and hope to go to
Florida for the NCAA tournament
in June if Foster qualifies.

SPARTAN

SPORTS
Foster believes that SAT ’ has a
chance. "On any given da we can
he as good as anyone," he said.
SiSt does not quality. Foster
still has a chance to go because the
top two individuals on teams that
do not place will qualify to go Ili
the NCAA tournament.

Part.time, (20 Arc min.), or fug.
tune college students, teacher%
may
senior citizens, and others
beyond summer if you d like
APPLY NOW AND START
NOW OR BY MID-JUNE
Customer Service - telephone
Collections telephone
Tr It market ing
Call .415463-4200 or visit our
Hacienda Business Park office from
8 30arn - 4 30pm.

ASSOCIATES
NATIONAL BANK
4301 Hacienda Drive
Pleasanton, CA. 94566
Equal Opportunity Employer

"I think 1 have a good chance."
Foster said. "I’m playing pretty
pretty gotxI
well and I’ve had
year. I feel that I’m as good a0 anyone out there.

EARN $5000 THIS SUMMER
LEARNING BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Customer Service/Order Entry
Pricing, Credit, & Invoicing
Inventory Control, Purchasing, & Traffic
Professional Demeanor
And PC Experience A Must!

Send Resume To:
Cook Composites
Sinclair Fromtage Road
Milpitas, CA 95035
-

201

Next week, 18 teams from two
districts will compete in a regional
tournament in Las Cruces, New
Mexico. The top nine teams will
go to the NCAA tournament. Out
of the 18 teams, Foster believes
that five of them are virtually guaranteed spots. From the remaining
teams, he believes that 10 of them,
SJSU included, will be vying for
the last four spots.

With This Coupon,
Receive 10% Off Lunch Or Dinner!
(Food Only)

’";105111

Congratulations Class of 1990...
From the Red Lion Hotel!

MARK

Celebrate with us for Lunch (11:30 - 2:30) or
Dinner (5:00 -10:30) in Maxi’s Restaurant.
For Reservations Call (408) 453-4000.

ICE HAMILTON

Valid Only on May 26, 1990.

AN EARLY SHOW @81W0
2 FOR 1 W/STUDENT ID OR GREEN CARD
TIXS68,9188i0VER

?IN RED Lion HOTEL
SAN JOSE

Four ex-NBA
stars go into
Hall of Fame

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP)
Earl Monroe, Elvin Hayes and
Dave Bing went into the Basketball Hall of Fame Tuesday. despite
a squabble over how they were
chosen.
Also enshrined was the late Neil
Johnston, the Philadelphia Warriors’ hook -shot artist who led the
NBA in scoring three consecutive
seasons in the 1950s. Johnston was
elected by the Veterans Committee.
The four join 168 individuals
and four teams in the Hall of Fame
in this city where basketball was
born nearly a century ago.
Dissatisfaction with a decision
by the executive committee to poll
the 24-member honors committee
a second time after none of the
nominees got the needed 18 votes
for election on the first ballot led to
the resignation of Bob Cousy as
president of the Hall of Fame in
February.
Hayes, who ranked as the third leading scorer in NBA history fol
lowing his I6-year career with the
San Diego and Houston Rockets
and Washington Bullets, averaged
21 points and nearly 12.5 rebounds
a game. He was named to 12 All Star teams.
Monroe, who averaged 41.5
points a game in his senior year at
Winston-Salem State and led the
Rams to the 1967 NCAA Division
II championship. averaged 18.8
points in 12 pro seasons. He was
NBA rookie of the year with Balti.more in 1968 and then a key to the
New York Knicks’ 1973 championship team.
Bing, who played in college at
Syracuse, was rookie of the year in
1966-67 with the Detroit Pistons
He led the league with a 27-point
scoring average the next season
and averaged 20 points and nearly
six assists in 12 seasons with De!mit. Washington and Boston.

lie admits that playing, not
practicing, is his strong suit
’There are times Out there when I
don’t even try, I just walk through
it," Foster said "I like to play. I
don’t like to hit halls."
Another thing Foster doesn’t
like is to be coached. lie feels that
he doesn’t need it. "Everything
now is so defined.’ he said. "I
don’t need anyone else anymore. I
already know what I have to do.
and I just do it."
He does visit his childhood
coach Doug Brooks for a few
hours about twice a year. "I’ve
played so long now he just checks
everything to see if the swing is alright," Foster said.
"Mike hasn’t had a whole lot of
lessons," his mother said. "We
encouraged him to have more. It
wouldn’t hurt him to go back and
take a few more lessons."

2050 Gateway Place, San Jose, CA 95110
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SELECT YOUR TEAM MEMBERS
& sign up your department now for the highest of
Summer Fun here at SJSU.
TEAM COMPETITION
in Bowling, Billiards, Croquet, Darts, Horseshoes,
Swimming, Volleyball,
INDIVIDUAL COMPETITION
in the now famous Waste Paper Basket Ball Toss & the
Summer Olympics Frisbee Toss,
ENTRY DEADLINE
THIS FRIDAY, MAY 19, AT 4:00 PM

Call for More Information

924-6404
Coming

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA

PSYCHEFUNKAPUSTUES.6/12
BIG DIPPER TUES. 6/19
CONCRETE BLONDE MON. 6/25
TICKETS @ THEO& BASS
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100 II 1ST 0 ST. JAHES, SAN JOSE
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Locker room attendant plans
to retire from 28-year position
By Christine De Craw
Daily staff writer

The two young women stood at
the open counter window, one
ranting and raving at the woman on
the other side, the other waiting
quietly for the end of the tirade.
Chizzie stood silent, waiting for
the end. The woman said that she
wasn’t being fair to her sister, who
never brought hack a mat issued
for a self-defense test. Unable to
get areaction, the women left.
I he constant contact with people is one of the things Chizzie Yasukawa has liked most about her
job as locker attendant for the
women’s gym. After 2M years, she
will retire at the end of this month.
"I’m looking forward to it,’’
he said. "It’ll be Saturday all of
the time."
Chizzie began working at SJSU
in 1963, at the age of 40.
; "I didn’t know what I was
looking for, but I knew that I
wanted a job that I would be working with people. like a teller at a
bank," she said.

Chitile’s duties include issuing
out to%cls, taking care of the faculty dressing rooms, doing minor
sewing to repair equipment and replacing feathers on archery arrows.
"I’m here by myself, nobody
tells me what to do.** she said. "I
run the place.
According to Equipment Technician Carol Bare, it will be very
difficult to replace her. "She
knows the routing, the kids and we
need someone responsible enough
to work alone like that."
"We are going to be very sad to
see her go. she’s been a part of this
place," Bare said.
My memories of this department vidl always he remembered
as the most positive years of my
life," Chizzie said.
Upon her graduation from Palo
Alto High School in 1940, her parents sent her to a finishing school
in Japan. Her stay there was cut
short in 1941, as tension grew because of the impending war. In (ktober, she caught the last boat
home.
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AUSGEZEICHNET*
YES
FAHRVERGNOGEN
FOR SURE !

In May. of 1942. at the age 01
18. she and her family were evacuated to a camp in Arcadia. California for three months. In August.
they were transferred to Heart
Mountain in Cody . Wyoming for
year.
"At 1K years old. I think I enjoyed the camp." she said. "I
think that I had been sheltered so
much, that when I was at camp I
suddenly had freedom. I was like a
horse let out of a corral.’’
When she was released, she
moved to Iktroit. Michigan with
her now ex-husband, whom she refuses to talk about other than to so.
that he was a truck driver all.’
never home. They had four chil
dren: Chris. Tyrus. Charon ai,.
Dale.

A

* Translation-

unique

through

Upon her retirement. tliti/1
plans to go to Japan. study coin
puters and learn to play golf. "I
want to be able to To iy golf with
my son Dale in Washington when I
Stsit

driving

awesome
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Kenneth Kwok Daily

::: , . .
al’atokAwa has been a women’s
inualaeradant at SJSU for 28 years.
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Feinstein’s remarks anger
state pro-choice activists
LOS ANGELES (AP) Dianne Feinstein moved quickly to
quell anger and concern from pro.
choice activists toward her remarks
during a televised debate that she
opposed abortions based on a
child’s gender.
The Ikniticratic gubernatorial
hopeful said in a statement issued
Monday that she is "limns and
unequivocally pro choice" and
would veto any hill "designed to
whittle away at the availability of
abortion or to infringe upon a
woman’s right to choose."
The former San Francisco
mayor created a stir by announcing
during the debate with rival John
Van de Kamp on Sunday that she
is strongly pro-choice but opposed
sex -selection abortions.
She noted that millions of abortions have been performed in
China because the fetuses were female.
In a news conference following
the San Francisco debate, she took
an even stronger stand on the
issue. She said she could, under
some circumstances, sign a law
barring sex -selection abortions.
"To my knowledge it (sex selection abortions) is not a major
problem in California. If it became
a major problem. I very well
might" sign legislation outlawing
them, she said.
Officials with the California
Abortion Rights Action LeaguePolitical Action Committee said in
a statement that Feinstein’s remarks raised "some serious concern within the pro-choice community."
"This statement conflicts with

’This U.S. is
not China, and I
do not believe it is
an issue here. I
see no reason for
government
intervention.’

was responding to the issue of sex
selection abortions in China and
did not imply abortions should be
banned in California
-We feel as strongly today
about her stand on abortion rights
as we did in the beginning." said
Bruce

Feinstein, in her clarification
Monday. said her comments were
a narron response to a question
Dianne Feinstein. about %ex selection abortions in
Gubernatorial candidate China and that Van de Kamp tried
to distort the issue.
your statement that you are MI
"This U.S. is not China. and I
percent committed to pro-choice." do not believe it is an issue here.’
said the group’s co-chairs, Robin she said "I see no reason for go%
Schneider and Susan Kennedy. eminent intervention."
"We hope you will reconsider this
position."
Van de Kamp’s campaign, howMarilyn Kizziah of "Woman ever, said her initial statements and
Fon", a feminist group that has her subsequent clarification show
endorsed Van de Kamp, was that Feinstein lacks an understanding of the issues.
stronger in her reaction.
"Either you’re for choice, or not
"She’s been described as the
for choice. There are no grada- candidate of image and style,"
tions." Kizziah said.
said Van de Kamp spokesman
But Toni Carabillo. vice presi- Duane Peterson. "But this is sedent of the non-partisan Fund fin rious business, and her grasp of
the Feminist Majority, said she these issues is unacceptable."
Van de Kamp also has come
was not concerned with Feinstein’s
remarks because "I tend to agree under fire for his abortion position.
A Roman Catholic, Van dc Kamp
with her."
says he is personally opposed to
"I don’t think she’s compromis- abortion but would respect and deing her pro-choice position. I think fend a woman’s right to choose.
what she expressed was a reservaThe issue of sex -selection abor
tion about a sex -selection abor- norm was a highlight of the live de
tion." said Carabi I lo.
hate, televised statewide, that oh
And Tammy Bruce, president of servers described as ending in
LA-NOW,
which
supports either in a draw or slightls
Feinstein. said Feinstein merely Feinstein’s favor

Buckey offered plea bargain
LOS ANGELES I API Ray inond Buckey ’s lawyer says
prosecutors offered a tentative
plea bargain shortly’ hefore
Buckey’s retrial on eight counts
of child molestation at the McMartin preschool.
Attorney Danny Davos said
that during secret discussions on
April 2. prosecutors considered
offering Buckey a "no contest"
plea w ith no additional jail time
sers ed. ’Hie Daily Journal legal
newspaper said ti alay
Davis said Depots District
Attorness Joe Martinet and
Pain Eerier() took part in the discussions, along with John
Lynch, director of central operations for District Attorney Ira

nation lot state Attotney General. denied talk of a plea
bargain Friday at a debate in
San Francisco.
" I hoe has never, ever hen
any otter whatsoever made in
any form, either directly or indirectly, to Mr. Buckey’s attorney. with respect to any disposiit in in the ease. he said.
Davis told The Daily Journal
that Buckey immediately re
jected the tentative offer.
’He said ’no’ in rather colorful language." Davis said.
If he is found guilty on all
eight counts, he faces a maximum of 15 years, hut the five
years would be subtracted at
t ime-and-a-hall.

Reiner.
Buckey’s second trial was in
recess this week due to the
Amities vacation.
In January. a jury acquitted
Buckey and his mother. Peggy
McMartin Hockey. on 52 child
molestation charges in the longest and costliest criminal trial in
V S. history
The jury deadlocked on 13
other counts, and prosecutors
dropped five of the charges
prior to the retrial.
Previously. Davis had denied
plea bargain talks occurred, and
prosecutors contmue to deny
such talks took place.
Most recently. Reiner, a candidate for the Democratic nomi-

Students1FacultylStaff

IBM Personal System/2
Promotional Specials
Until February 15,1990, you can still get pre -configured IBM PS/2" personal computer
packages at special savings! Call your local IBM Education Program Coordinator at
Photo & Sound Company for full details on ordering.
I.

ortOgsmition #1 -

IMB RAM, 20MB

IBM PS/2 !Model
,Iv,ration #.?

Fixed Disk (order #61792040

$2,299

2Sh

I Silt RAM,

1ors113 Fixed Disk (order #6179210)

$2,799

NI PS/2 Model 501
,IfNutillion0 {

?mit RAM 61)M It

Fixed Disk

(order +0,124211

$3,499

IBM PS/2 Model 55/SX

Gmftsurahon #4 --

4MB RAM, (,OMB Fixed Disk

(order #6179213,

$4,699

IBM PS/2 Model 70-L6 I

Smugglers
forced to
land planes

IT’S A JUNGLE
OUT THERE.

V s
LOS ANGELES (AP)
military pilots who intercept suspected drug smuggling planes
could force their quarry to land for
inspection rather than simply wait
for them to do so under a Bush administration proposal.
Pilots who disobey orders to
land would face a felony charge
and up to five years in prison undei
the administration’s new anti -drug
bill, the Los Angeles Times reported in today’s editions.
The proposal would allow the
U.S. Customs Service. U.S. Coast
Guard and the military to do "everything we can short of shooting
the had guys down." an unidentified administration official in
Washington told the Times.
Authority to shoot down planes
has been proposed by Sen. Mitch
McConnell, R-Ky. The administration opposed that option, saying
it posed an unnecessary risk to innocent pilots.
U.S. pilots who intercept suspected drug smugglers over American airspace currently have no authority to force plans to land.

IBM PRINTERS: (with printer cable)
4201/003 Proprinter III
4207/002 Proprinter X24E
4208/002 Proprinter XL24E

$399
5549
$669

Each configuration includes the IBM P5/2 Enhanced Keyboard, IBM Mouse, the 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft Word, Microsoft Windows (286 or 386), Microsoft Excel Academic Version(except
Model 30 286), hDC Windows Express, hDC Windows Manager, hDC Windows Color, Matesys File
Manager, IBM Mouse Pad, Diskette Case aod ecostre Strip.
,,
,
1351

r.onal tiv.ten, l’5/2 are regi.tertst trademark,

and

Propriger is a trativin;rk ot International

Dusiness

Mac hint", Corporation

11101 0 &SOU N
(_

Resumes, mverviews, experience, decisions - it’s enough
to scare the bravest job hunter.
But, as a Thomas college temp, you’ll work for the best
companies in California. In more than 100 positions - word
processing, office, financial, data entry, light industrial.
You’ll get good money - and pay no fees. Work as much
or as little as you want. And get firsthand job experience. So
when you’re ready to bag the big One, you won’t have to beat
the bushes.
Think of us as jungle guides this summer.
CALL

0

M

P

N

IBM EPC Representative: Lorne Beach

Swahonzed
Personal
Computer
Dearer

(408) 453-6220

US TODAY.

RACE70 77ifROSH

2980 STEVENS CREEK BIND., 1/362
SAN JOSE, CA 95128

WITH ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS

(408) 248-9500
1,relAg Rumen A Hand
All. OPPORTUNITY VM PUDICA

SUMMER STORAGE
SPECIAL
FOR SAN JOSE STATE STUDENTS
MAY 15 thTHROUGH AUGUST 31st

C.B.D. Indoor Mini Storage is:
Conveniently located - 1 mile from SJSU
Clean - Well lighted - Security
Open Monday through Saturday 8am - 7pm
Sunday 10am - 6pm.

Enter Our Sweepstakes Today And Finish M
The Most Exciting Race In Europe.. The Tour De France!

5’ x 5’ $so.00 ALL SUMMER’
40,7?’ x 10’ $90.00 ALL SUMMER.
No Security Deposit Required

C.B.D.

.

INDOOR

MINI STORAGE
570 Cinnabar Street
Downtown San Jose
292-4800

in barTaYlr

1

X

ai

4

Julian

Santa Clara i

As you race to the finish of the school year,
be sure to enter our "RACE TO THE FINISH"
Sweepstakes, where you could win one of these
great prizes:
GRAND PRIZE-ONE WINNER
An all -expense-paid trip for two to Paris for the
1990 Tour de France.
FIRST PRIZE-50 WINNERS
A Raleigh Assault’ or Finesse’ All-Terrain Bike
SECOND PRIZE-500 WINNERS
A go-anywhere Fanny Pack.
THIRD PRIZE-1,000 WINNERS
A sports water bottle.
To enter, just race over to the campus contact
listed at right and ask to take a free test drive on
one of our featureci desktop PCs. It just might he
the most rewarding test of your college career!

Buy A PC,
Bike FREE!

Get A

Buy any of our
qualifying
desktop systems’ at
a great student pnce.
and gets Raleigh

All -Terrain Bike

ABSOLUTELY FREE!
Now st:

Spartan Bookstore
Computer Dept.
(408) 924-1809

ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS INNOVATES AGAIN’

IENITN
data systems WI

1
280

amend..

Form No. I206A

HURRY! SWEEPSTAKES ENDS JUNE 8,1990!
Cdephicsrunolde Alicrtleoft
1.10.1a product el Meroenft neporevon
4hAllIelne noons Include/ 206 I P Mndel 10. /..2116 12012 Model 10.1 246
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WE’RE (AMA HERE
Notlu,s.t_a,n_other brick
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David Edward Williams v.

Congratulations! I
1
.
.
1
i
.
i
.
Love,
Candy

1

Way to Go "Lo"!!

Mark Clavelli...
..,k You’ve come a long way!
. ."

----ww.,-..ps.-----rserr.---------,E.
Congrats Ex- Lax
1.
AKA "Chumly" ’1
Good luck in the "Bi-tch-en"
Real World. Fring-Bang Pow!

IN. WM MD
1.1.11.11

Congratulations budd
your friend,
Carlos

:-7.-7"

-----.=
--.

11.CONGRATULATIONS’!
0 -0
Catherine 000
Scott

Love, H&B

Colleen
...... JAFJ:.,

% DaveYou made it!

Get a Job!!

’TO TEE BEST Of THE BEST
harks ’E Cummings you made it!!
Now can we go to Tahoe and get
lost forever?
Lissa 51:

wv.s.er,emoir.o.s.* WWWWWW

Love,
Candy (and Ca

4
Susie Laymon:
4
44 Congratulations
44 on your graduation!
44 Its been a lot of fun
playing VB with you!

Goodbye SJS
CJH "Troll"

Run with the

Big Dogs!

Good Luck!
From your friends on
the Spartan Daily
Ad Staff.

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

I had to come such
a long way,
But I did it!

miss you! I
4
4
4

444
4
4
Congrats
To
Patti
’Patsy’
Terando
Sping 1990 *Geele

Lisa, Debbie,
& Cubby

4n( w.or!
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Thank God it’s Over!!

Ooh, Ooh, What’s
that behind you?’

Lynn 111111

U...!

111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111

years of BS for
a piece of paper.

Hey pup!
Congratulations

inThe Wall!

We’re very ’prrowd"
of ou!

11

From Dogwood i:

4
4
4
4
4

The SJSU Volleyball .1
Team and Coaches!

Jim:
Congatulations!
;..7./zzz.w....././././/zz//z/mzzzz..w/zzAw..0
0 James Dietz,
51.
Congratulations on your B.S. &
/0 Job. Now, no more blind dates....
/
/
Right?
/
/(Fr; ’e.,.,
,.///,/././/ezw.././z/z/z/ww://,/,%/../z/././

You finally made it!
Happy Bithday too!
I Love you.

Bets
WWWWW .

x Yea Cindy Cross!
Did I wake you? II

We’re outta here!!

Hey you artsy dude, get up from
x under your Polo sheets, we’re latex
for the Bart Simpson play!
Hey don’t forget the potluck
afterwards.

Claudia Antes
Amanda Cornier
Aldo Maragoni
Tony Mercado
Greg Haas

Congrats!
Jill L.L.
McLaughlin

K.I.T.
Love, John

’In. MT..

} Jen,
sti

go

Doesn’t know Phil
Doesn’t know Tet
Surely not Crib
But she means Business

C.F.

0, GRADUATION 1990
11
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All-Germany vote seen as boost!!
in momentum for reunification

biroe,iityi World

Population could triple
in century, U.N. warns
LONDON (AN !he
world’s population of 5.3 billion
may nearly triple in the next century and pose a serious threat to
the emu-unitive unless family
planning efforts are redoubled,
according to a U.N. report released today .
’ ’The next 10 years will decide
the shape of the 21st century.
They inio decide the future of
the Earth as a habitation for humans.’’ said Dr. Nafis Sadik, executive director of the United
Nations Population Fund.
Only six years ago. the report
said, population growth appeared
to be slowing everywhere except
Africa and parts of South Asia
and world population seemed
likely to stabilize around 10.2
billion toward the end of the next
century.
’Today. the situation looks
less promising," it said. "Progress in reducing fertility rates
has been slower than expected."
"If fertility reductions continue to be slower than projected,
the mark could be missed yet
again. In that case the world
could he headed toward an even-

’The next 10
years will decide
the shape of the
21st century.
They may decide
the future of the
Earth as a
habitation for
humans.’
Dr. Nafis Sadik

tual total of up to 14 billion people," Mrs. Sadik said.
She told a news conference
that "the best and quickest way
to reduce population growth" is
to invest in improving women’s

status, access to education,
health and access to family planning.
The U.N. Population Fund report recomniended that spending
on family planning in developing
countries he doubled to $9 billion
by the end of the century.
Mrs. Sadik said she hoped the
United States will resume support for the fund’s activities. Last
year. she said, the U.S. Congress
voted to contribute to the fund
but President Bush vetoed the
bill.
U.S. abortion opponents had
charged that because the U.N.
agency operates in China, which
has a one-child-per-family policy, the money would have indirectly supported forced abortions.
Every year during the 1990s.
the population will increase by
90 million to 100 million people,
roughly equivalent to the current
population of Eastern Europe or
Central America. the report said.
Over the decade, a billion
more people will inhabit the
planet, equivalent to an extra
(’hina. it said.

California leads in birth rate
Despite a slowdown in
PALO ALTO (AP)
the number of newborns nationwide, California is
in the midst of a mini baby boom, with birth rates
20 percent higher than the rest of the nation,
according to a new study.
The births, along with 300,000 people moving
to the state each year, has fueled a growth rate
twice as high as the rest of the nation, according to
the study issued Tuesday by the Palo Alto-based
Center for Continuing Study of the California
Economy.
The study points to two sources of the baby
boomlet: high fertility rates among new, younger
immigrants and unprecedented fertility rates for
middle-aged baby boomers.
"California is not nearing the end of its
growth, and it is experiencing fairly substantial cultural change while it is growing," said Stephen
Levy, author of the report.
Women who waited until their 30s to have babies "are making up for it with gusto," Levy said.
Levy bills his study as a "census preview for

those who can’t wait three years- for the official
results.
He predicts that the 1990 census will reveal 6
million newcomers were born or arrived in California during the 1980s. He predicts that another 5.5
million will arrive in the 1990s, plus 5 million
more in the decade after that.
Among his other predictions:
The number of children threatens to overburden California schools if the state isn’t properly
prepared. About 170,000 children will be added to
the state’s schools each year during the 1990s.
California’s economy will continue to
grow, attracting more arrivals.
Asians, Hispanics and blacks, now making
up 42 percent of the state’s population, will no
longer be minorities by the year 2,000.
"Decisions are being made by people with
very different background, lifestyle, values," Levy
said.

doned while fleeing the Comma::
fists after World War II.
.
East German women are de
natheir
of
retention
a
manding
tion’s liberal abortion law, rather.
than West Germany’s more restriel
regulations.
In West Germany, anxious
zens are worriedly pointing to the
astronomical costs of unification
that could run into hundreds of bil-’
lions of dollars
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i$8.31/HOUR
SUMMER JOB - PRODUCTION
DRUM FILLER/MATERIAL HANDLER FOR
BATCH MANUFACURING OPERATION.
FORK LIFT EXPERIENCE A PLUS!
M - F DAYS: NO NITES OR WEEKENDS

.

APPLY IN PERSON OR
SEND RESUME TO:
COOK COMPOSITES
201 SINCLAIR FRONTAGE ROAD
MILPITAS, CA 95035
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1990 STANDARD TOYOTA
TRUCK 4x2 MODEL 98101

CELICA ST Coupe
Model #2162
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VIN 0 0046307
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There is a shortage of Respiratory Therapists

APPROVED CREDIT

$10,990

tat this low low ppce VIN *028444

NEED A JOB? $

$

Need a Job?

and economically more possertul
West Germany.
"The whole thing is going to
quickly, and just hasn’t been
thought through," said one woman
during a demonstration of shopkeepers Monday in East Berlin.
East German tenants are banding together to fight what they predict will he skyrocketing rents as a
result of unification.
Others fear the ever-growing
number of West Germans coming
back to claim property they aban-

WEST BERLIN (API Chancellor Helmut Kohl is suggesting
an all-Germany vote as early as
December as he encounters growing resistance and an eroding political base in his drive for rapid German unification.
Kohl met with East German
Prime Minister Lothar de Maiziere
on Monday and noted that in East
Germany "there are discussions"
about having all -German elections
this year.
Kohl said West German federal
elections are still planned for Dec.
2 but added that his party would
have "good chances" if elections
were held throughout Germany.
lk Maiziere leads Kohl’s sister
party in East Germany.
The chancellor conceded a "bitter defeat" in Sunday’s elections
in two West German states. The
opposition Social Democrats defeated his conservative Christian
Democratic Party and won control
of the upper house of Parliament.
the Bundesrat.
The Social Democrats have op
posed Kohl’s plans for a quick um
ficat ion, proposing a more cautious approach.
The lower house. the Bundestag, is the actual lawmaking body,
hut Bundesrat approval is needed
for legislation that has direct consequences for the.finances of West
Germany’s II states.
That defeat was just one of a
growing list of obstacles that are
plaguing Kohl’s ambitious plans
for a rapid unification. These include:
Moscow’s flat refusal to
budge from its position that a
united Germany may not belong to
the NATO alliance.
Poland’s call for a formal
guarantee that a united Germany
will have no claims to its Western
border.
The threat by East Germany’s
Social Democrats to pull out of the
government if unification does not
provide strong social benefits.
The strong disagreement between East Germans and West
Germans over how much property
West Germans will be able to buy
in East Germany.
That disagreement also reflects
East Germany’s strong fear of econortiiE doininatiOn by the larger

TO CHOOSE
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The College Work Study Program’ Offers:
L ’troll in Foothill College s
10 -month Foothill/Stanford Program
for College Grads or
2 -year Associate of Science Degree Program

Career Related Employment
or
or
On & Off-Campus Jobs
$5 - $10 Per Hour
fir
or
Chance to Earn While You Learnt
Must be eligible for financial aid to qualify - Apply Now!

Respiratory Therapists
make $14 to $20 per hour.

INTERESTED?

Classes begin fall 1990
Interviews are happening now!
For more information, call (415) 949-7292

12345 El Monte Rd., Los Altos Hills, CA 94022 (415) 949-7777
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Contact the Financial Aid Office
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Personalize a brick for the
San Jose State University fountain.
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As a major support agency of the Department of Defense (DoD), the Defense Mapping Agency provides
critical charting and geodetic support to the U.S. military, national security initiatives, and to merchant
marines and navigators worldwide. Ours is a mission that continues to integrate the latest developments
in computer graphics, geographic data, the earth sciences... As we continue to advance, we have
excellent opportunities for individuals who have a bachelor’s degree or higher (or who expect to be
degreed in the next 12 months) in one of the following academic disciplines:
Navigation
Meteorology
Astronomy Geodesy
Pfiotogrammetry Cartography Geology
Photo -Interpretation Computer Sciences Geophysics Oceanography Physical Geography
Earth Sciences Mathematics Optics Physics
Remote
-Sensing
Sciences
Engineering

Explore A Dynamic Lifestyle in Washington D.C.
Our location in the nation’s capital is home to the country’s most significant scientific and technology
agencies, the Smithsonian Institution, Georgetown University and much more. Recreation and daily
living in the D.C.-Baltimore-Virginia area is exceptional. In addition, we offer attractive starting salaries
(from over 321K to over 126K), comprehensive benefits including relocation assistance, plus advancement
based on entry grade and performance with salary potential to over 332K and
beyond. For consideration call toll-free, or submit your resume and college
trawling.) to: Defense Mapping Agency, Ann: CPSO/PItS0
Washington D.C., 311315-1111311, 1-11M0-531-33179. An equal opportunity employe(
11 S intenship required for applicant and immediate family members
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Three thousand granite bricks will be installed
in concentric rings in the basin, beginning just beyond the splash zone.
Each will carry one or two lines and all will be visible.

.

4, lb.

You can have up to 20 letters or numbers per line, including blank spaces.
Maximum of two lines per brick. One line: $25. Two lines: $40.
Please print clearly usinx capital letters.
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Zip

Major
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Make check payable to: SJSU Foundation-Fountain
Mall your order form and check to:
SJSU Foundation-Fountain Campaign
San Jose State University
TH 107B, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0139
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Black leaders urge Bush
to sign new civil rights bill
. WASHINGTON (API
Black
leaders say President Bush will
jeopardize his "tremendous popularity" if he vetoes a civil rights
hill expanding protection against
lob discrimination.
Bush met with more than a
dozen black leaders Monday in the
first of a series of listening sessions
tin the legislation, still awaiting
final action in both the House and
Senate.
;While the White House on Mon44 backpedaled a bit from a veto
threat the Justice Department made
last month. it still expressed cona.rn that some provisions are tant3mount to hiring quotas.

The administration concedes
that two Supreme Court rulings
narrowing minority workers’ rights
should he reversed, and has offered its own legislation to do that.

NAACP Executive Director
fienjamin Hooks Jr. said the civil
rights groups agreed to have their
top lawyers sit down with the addrjnistration’s top attorneys to
Starch for common ground.

But it is unwilling to go along
with the civil rights establishment,
which wants to reverse a halfdozen rulings and give women the
job protections that minorities now
enjoy.

ss e,nlei s !eat sot quot.ts.

Bush spent more than an hour
with the black leaders
twice as
king as planned.
"The president would like to
sign a civil rights bill, and we will
he working toward that end."
White House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater said before the meeting.
lie said "we are not repeating" the
veto threat.

:-But one adviser. Drew Days III,
Hooks called it "a question of
veld. "There is a tremendous gap
paramount importance to the black
that has to be bridged."
community." He praised Bush’s
:,Days. a Yale Law School pro- past pronouncements on civil
fissor who was the Carter adminis- rights and appointments such as
tration’s chief civil rights attorney, making Gen. Colin Powell. who is
sdid White House chief of staff black, chairman of the Joint Chiefs
John Sununu had voiced concerns of Staff.
about "ghosts walking about in the
laxislation"
in the form of busi"The president has acted in such

a way that ita the oast tune in my
memory a Republican president
enjoys a tremendous popularity,"
said Hooks. "The civil rights bill,
in my judgment, will become a litmo, test. ’
John Jacob, president of the National Urban League, said Bush
"has used the White House as a
bully pulpit to preach justice and
fairness and equality. And we saw
this legislation as an opportunity to
put into action (those) words.’’
Alixe Glen. a deputy White
said,
spokeswoman,
House
"There is room for negotiation ...
(but) there are certain principles
that won’t change."
The White House remains concerned that the legislation would
put a burden of proof on employers
"so great that the only way of staying out of court is to have a
quota." she said.
Bush will hold two more listening sessions Wednesday with leaders of Hispanics groups, AsianAmerican. women, religious organizations and the disabled. Sununu
is meeting separately with business
and labor groups.

Democrats want to see tax plan
..WASHINGTON (AP)
Wary posed in January, he put the
mocrats are intent on forcing needed savings at $36 billion.
President Bush to lead the way in
Democrats promised Monday
Osoposing any election-year tax in- that little will happen at the talks
gieases or spending cuts as top- until the president describes why
leStel talks begin over the 1991 the problem has worsened. They
budget.
also demanded that Bush help
Bush and congressional leaders build congressional support by exstarted negotiations Tuesday over plaining to the public why unpopunext year’s $1.2 trillion spending lar. painful measures may be necplan amid lingering partisan dis- essary.
trust.
"I want to hear what more do
The goal is to shrink next year’s we need, why do we need it. and
federal deficit, a task the adminis- what are the choices the president
tration says means scraping up $50 will accept," said Rep. William
billion or more in savings. Fiscal H. Gray Ill, D-Pa., the No. 3
1991 begins Oct. I.
House Democrat and one of the ne, SIN
The ;die ond spentriAg4ki(’ttit
those
.labeT Nesident Reagan attached to things will mean a
adlocked
’them in the 1980s, Democrats say summit.
they want Bush to detail the size of
"If those things are only said
.the deficit problem and to lay out within the closed door of the sumhis suggested solutions. They point mit. I think that means a failure to
.out that in the 1991 budget he pro- put together a meaningful package.

;cry
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becati,e .kc won’t be able to pass
it." Gray said.
White House officials said Bush
had no plans to lay Out his own
ideas about reducing the deficit.
"He’ll have general goals about
getting the deficit down." said
White House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater.
Republicans say they will focus
on spending cuts as a way to reduce the budget gap. They are particularly concerned about benefit
programs referred to as entitlements such as Medicare and
federal employee retirement payments which account for about
?eitil W1,% each
fiAf?
year.
They also want to tighten the
budget law to ensure that any
spending cuts end up as savings
and are not simply transferred to
other programs.

5O9,
13IS
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Mandela
to arrive
at capital

Men & Women
As a registered electrologist, let me introduce you to
electrology, the only safe and proven method of permanent
hair removal.
My consultation is absolutely free and as part of my summer
promotion, your first time treatment for any amount of time Is
butt-off my regular price.
Act Now 1 Get ready for summer. Get rid of those unwanted
and unsightly hairs once and for all.

ASHINGTON (Al’) Nelson Mandela, leader of South
Africa’s black majorit). will
visit the United States next
month for talks with President
Bush and to he honored with a
ticker tape parade in New York
City, organizers say.
Mandela. recently treed from
27 years in jail, arrives in the
United States on June 20 to isit
Washington and four other Lilies, officials of his African Ni
tional Congress said Mtuaila
Mandela. 71, will address .1
joint meeting of Congress to
thank U.S. leaders for their support during his incarceration and
for their eflons to obtain his release.

Please call for an appointment
(408) 296-8628
Patricia S. Nakamura, R.E.
225 Washington Street, Santa Clara, CA 95050
Student Discount

Expires July 31, 1990

The A.S. Program Board Presents

Wednesday Night Cinema
MICHAEL J. FOX
CHRISTOPHER LLOYD
ioting back was only

But he is also expected to
warn that despite some reforms
adopted by the white government of President F.W. de
Klerk. "the impression that
apartheid is gone is wrong, it remains firmly in place." said the
ANC’s Washington representative. Lindiwe Mabuza.

the beginning.

Mandela will urge U.S. leaders to keep intact the economic
sanctions imposed by Congress
in 1986 so that pressure is maintained on the South African
government to carry through
with the reforms, she said.

!%.19F Pq
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A U,PeERS.Ais .1.1174A.E

16, 1990 Morris Dailey Aud. 7 & 10 p.m. $2.00

Funded by Associated Students For more info call 924 6261

$1.00 CASH + 1 BAXTER’S BUCK = ANY DRINK
DATE
ISun.

IN

VALID

I BUCK PER DRINK

SANTaii.240

Wed.

REsTAI

NO CASH VALUE

fr44-4/

WE TRUST

ONE BAXTER’S ’BUCK

CRAMMING FOR EXAMS?
_

Pan Am Flight 103
investigation
WASHINGTON (AP) A
commission investigating the
bombing of Pan Am Flight 103
asking the United States to
consider military strikes against
air terrorists and conduct covert
operations if direct action is not
possible, sources close to the investigation said Tuesday.
- The report asked for a na,,tional system to notify passengers of credible bomb threats. It
:also called for a halt to govern. went -ordered installati, m of ex.:pensive plastic explosi t detectors in airports.

150

1FAS 11--DCASH

$$$

Summer

Available

Cleaning

and

Campus
repairing

Positions
of

Housing

Facilities

sN

Great lobs for students and others!
Must be at least 1C years of age.

GALL

Now 4510,
SERVICES

307 Town and Country Village
Palo Alto, CA (415) 322-9911
EOE M’F H

INIF-111111111A1111
ASSOCIATED

STUDEN

N., atm $01.1

,16,4
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Director Positions Available
Concerts Director
Films Director
Forums Director
Multicultural/Classical Arts Director
Performing Arts Director
Marketing Director
Publicity Director
Apply at the Associated Students office
3rd floor Student Union
For more information call :924-6260
Funded by Associated Students

A.S.P.B. Mission:
The Associated Students Program Board is the primary student
programming organization which provides unique campus events.
Our commitment is to entertain, educate and enhance the campus
community through diverse cultural programs.

IT’S TIME FOR DOMINO’S PIZZA"
Call Us San Jose State University!
298-3030

I
2oz. Cansavailable.
Save on a 6 pack of Coker

570 F. Santa Clara sircei San lose
PEPPERONI
PIZZA FEAST!

8.99
$12.99

ONE MEDIUM ORIGINAL PIZZA
OR DOMINO’S PAN PI77_AT"

TWO MEDIUM ORIGINAL PIZZAS
OR DOMINO’S PAN PIMAST"
The new Domino’s Pepperoni Pizza
east Is loaded with extra pepperoni
and e xtra cheese! Coupon required
Expires: 5/30/90

DOMINO’S
PAN PI7_ZA!,"

’9.99

ONE DOMINO’S PAN Pli/.3."
WITH TWO TOPPINGS.

13.99

IWO DOMINO’S PAN PIZZAST"
EACH WITH TWO TOPPINGS.
Additional toppings ext ra.

Coupon required.
Expires: 5/30/90

EXTRAVAGANT/At

$20 OFF!

ONE LARGE 91 OPPING PI/7A
Pepperoni, Sausage, Onions,
t,reen Peppers, Mushrooms, Ma( I.
011ves,liam, Ground Becton(’

aura Cheese. Coupon required
Expires: 5/30/90
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Dorms: R.A. wanted hall residents warned
II.,1,04g4

had pos,thl antic
!tended a suspect,- so no message
was ever sent to residents, Nstjar
said
Resident advisers. were. how
CVCI, privy to the unconfirmed developments because Allen Hall
Resident Ihrector Phylis Blackwell
sent them a %oice mall telephone
message at 11.05 p.m.
A few minutes later, one R.A.
in Markham Hall sent a cautionary
phone message to his residents reiterating Blackwell s message that
several groups of students had
been robbed and held at gunpoint
on campus UPD officers later
learned there was no gun. according to public safety spokesman
Richard A. Staley.
Blackwell said she had spoken
to Najar and that "he wanted you
all to he aware of what was out
there and to do everything that you
could to encourage your students
not to go out of the building."
Najar said Tuesday that the
R.A.s. R .D.s and residence halls
office staffs were all instructed to
tell students "something was
going on that had police activity"
and that residents should stay inside.
At 12:50 a.m., another message
sent to the staff by Blackwell said
resident hall students were not to
be notified of the incidents. Any
suspicious activities were to be reported to her and she would call
the University Police Department
04:1,104.d ilk.)

I

of me not being Ale to warn them.
’Due residents have every right to
know when they ’re in danger.’ the
R A said
"I sun quite aware that by talking I could lose my job. But I
wanted the residents 10 know that
not all the R A s agree with what
goes on It WI 1 light. what they re
doing People need to know ’
Fred Natar, the director of
Housing So-% ices. said. "No one
gets tired for speaking to the
press
"II anyone V. ants to make a
statement, they won’t he told they
can’t." Najar said. -They were
hired to be able to share their
ideas
Najar said messages were not
sent to residents because he didn’t
tind out about the incident until
11 30 p iii when a resident director on duty cal led hint at home.
Vitoeisity Housing had no direct s ’intact with the University
Pot iC Ikpanment on Monday
night and all its information was
based on hearsay from students
and others. Najar said.
"The last thing any a us want
to do is to alarm people when
there’s an unconfirmed issue," he
said. "UPD would contact us if
they perceived a threat to the residential community.
"The normal practice is to keep
people informed. Ily the nine the
information came forward, we un-

it needed. she ...lid
"At this time there is mil going
to he an all -hall message sent out
to the residence hall students concerning the events of the night."
the message said. As of 4 p in
Tuesday. no message had been
sent.
"The decision was made by the
director of housing (Najari. Just
based on the information we haw,
it is not in the hest interests of the
investigation, as well as our students at this point, to release any
information because we haven’t received the facts." the message
said.
Richard A. Staley. public information officer for UPD, said that
UPD was not involved in the decision not to send the phone message.
The only hall that ever received
a message concerning the robberies was Markham. where Scott
Southward, a third -floor R.A..
sent a brief cautionary message to
his residents before receiving
Black well’s second voice mail
message.
Many residents learned of the
situation, howevei. either front
hearing the Markham message or
from their R.A.s before Black well’s second message went out.
The message "alarmed Markham icsidents possibly unduly."
Najar said.
Angela Jones, a first -year hall
resident living in Markham, said

shi via. glad hi haw received the
messrge but was upset that not all
the residence hall students were
warned
"It’s ridiculous that we’re not
supposed to know . It’s just not site
for us to he ignorant of the his I Jones sald
She added that some ot hei
friends were out and about on cant
pus during the time the robberies
took place and that she was 1A01
ried for them.
Marche Hughes. a resident in
.10e West Hall. didn’t find out
about the potential threat until I :311
;sin when she heard from anothet
resident that something had hap
pened.
"I heard something %so,.
on. hut I wasn’t sure what it 1% is
I went outside to look around,’
she said.
"I’m just really pissed ott We
were supposed III he ad% used not to
lease the building. I never knew
anything ol the sort." Hughes
said.
’Housing has the responsibilos
to tell.’’ she added. ’’They shout, i
at least leave a message.’’
Hughes said that although she
doesn’t consider the campus safe at
night she often walks to local convenience stores with friends af’tei
dark.
"It would he nice to know ni,Jt
at least it’s happening. We would
be more prepared." she added.

Sonoma State exec named
to lead Cal State Fullerton
111\1,

111

\I 11 (Al’i

Di

was named
luesslay as the new president 01
California State Uniiersii. Fullenon
Gordon mows up hum s
president tor avadeniui attain. at
His
Sonoma State lint s ersii
Appointment was announced
during the first day ot a two-day
meeting by the state university
t ustees.
Gordon. who will be 55 on
\lay 23. will oversee a university with an enrollment of nearly
25,000 students that offers 44
undergraduate majors and 41
graduate degrees. The 225 -acre
sampus in Orange L’ounty was
fininded in 1959.
\

i,,,11,.11

tnottltui a ill replace currem
Fullerton President Jewel Plummer Cobb. who will retire Aug.
Gordon’s first academic job
was in 1966, as an associate
professor at Loyola Uni%ersity
of Chicago. where he also directed the Afro-American Studies Program.
lie was dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences at Chicago
State University in 1978. then
was hired for his current job at
Sonoma Stale.
lie will be the fourth president for the Cal State Fullerton
campus. located about 30 miles
southeast of downtown Los Angeles.

MU DRUGS
VARIETY

DISCOUNT

STORE

sant.’ Clara St.,San Jose,Ca. 95113
4ot
(Corner of Santa Clara 8 9th St.)
(408)279-2082
TEL:(408)292-8244
’Everyday low prices on
SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
’Special discount for Students
usiao’
on PRESCRIPTIONS.
’Complete line of HBA products

Robberies: SJSU area hit by spree Monday night
[WM/hit:CI

I ’PI) of 1 icials provided the followtug scenerio of the night’s events:
Valles and another unidentitied suspect got on a bus at 17th
and Santa Clara streets and got off
at Eighth Street at about 9 p.m.
The pair walked to the 7-Eleven at
the corner of 1 I th and San Carlos
where they confronted a 13-year
old deaf boy who had just made a
purchase at the store.
The two demanded his money
and "roughed him up." but the
tsoy was able to run to San Jose
Medical Center three blocks away.
Staley said.
Minutes later. on Eighth Street
between San Fernando and Santa
Clara Streets. another SJSU student was assaulted. Staley said.
John Cronin. 24, was hit in the
lace during the conflict and ran to

the Spartan Pub to call for police
help, which was dispatched at
9:12. Staley said. Cronin was
taken to San Jose Medical Center
where he was given stitches for a
cut over his eye.
The third robbery took place
minutes later behind Clark Library
in a parking lot. From there the
pair moved to the inner cainpus.
Staley said.
Another student was confronted as he left a night class at
Dudley Moorhead Hall. While the
suspects were arguing with the
man, another student came from
the building and "saw the assailants talking to the victim. The
other student said ’Here, take this
money and leave him alone.’
.Staley said. From there Valles and
his companion are thought to have
headed west down San Fernando

Contract to Lockheed
HUNTSA II I F., Ala. (API
NASA has as% aided a $971 million
contract to Lockheed Missiles &
Space Co. for 20 new solid fuel
booster rocket motors to help propel space shuttles into orbit.
Morton Thiokol Inc.. which
produced the faulty booster blamed
for the Jan. 28, 1986, Challenger
disaster, did not hid on the contract. NASA spokesman Jerry
Berg sant today.
its’s% 125-feet "motors,’’
.1.-t L1411% the main body of the
boosts.’ could increase the payload
capacity of shuttle flights by six
tons.
NASA has an option to order up
to 88 motors. or 44 shuttle flight
sets. That additional production
option could be worth up to S1.3
hi I tutu
.ock heed. located in Sunnyvale, is teamed with Aerojet Space
Boosters Co. of Sacramento, as its
principal subcontractor.
The first set of the new rocket
motors is to he delivered in 1995
and NASA plans to phase them in
over three years.

Street.
restaurant.
Near Peanuts
Valles allegedly "grabbed an individual by the throat, hit him in the
stomach and took his wallet," Staley said.
UPD Cadet Sgt. John Laws saw
the confrontation and immediately
called for backup. Staley said.
UPD Sgt. Grant Ledbetter ar-

rested Valles two minutes :Ater at
9:33 p.111.. The second suspect fled
after the final assault and was still
at large. Staley said.
When Ledbetter approached the
suspect he noticed that "nearby
him was a small amount of cash on
the sidewalk.’’ Staley said.
Valles reportedly told Ledbetter
that a man who had run past him
had dropped the money.

JOB$ JOB$ JOB$
SUMMER - TEMPORARY - PERMANENT
-

Part -Time $ Full -Time
Hundreds of Jobs
Bonus Programs
Excellent Pay Rates

- Over 2000 Client Companies
- Various Industries
- Immediate Openings
- Entry Level or Experienced

- Major Silicon Valley Employers
- No Fee Charged

Slumping
’Today’ Show
reshuffled

Clerical, Secretarial, Industrial,
Accounting, Word Processing,
Technicians, General Labor,
Receptionists & Manufacturing

NEW YORK (AP) In a
surprise move aimed at reviving the "Today- show.
NBC said Tuesday that Joe
Garagiola. a familiar face
from the show’s past, would
join Bryant Gumbel and
Deborah Norville as a cohost.
NBC also hired Faith Daniels, co-anchor of the "CBS
Aiming News" and news
segments of "CBS This
Morning," to anchor "NB(’
News at Sunrise" and the
news segments of "Today."
’I’he network also announced that Dick Ebersol,
who played a leading part in
changes that preceded the
"Today" drop into second
place, is giving up his job as
senior vice president in
charge of’ Today."

For (’It oosi lig

Nursing

As Your Career.

Alex/an Brothers would like to thank you. really thank you. for all of you’
hard work. dedication and commitment to becoming a nurse. We realize
that as a graduate, you have many choices and decisions to make. At
Alex/an Brothers, we’ve ’nude it easy. We offer the very best in Nursing
opportunities, and we’d like to share them with you.
Alexian Brothers Hospital has proudly served the San lose. CA
community for 25 years. We offer an environment that is challenging
and rewarding, yet friendly and caring. We match each new grad with on
experienced preceptor who will help you be the best nurse you can be.
Please visit us at the Career Fair on your campus at the following
Dale, Time and Place:

NURSING OPPORTUNITIES
DATE: Thursday, May 17, 1990
TIME: 11:00 am - 2:30 pun
PLACE: Student Union Ball Room
we also offer a competitive compensation and benefits package including
medical, dental, vision, pension plan. maternity leave, shift differentials,
generous time off and relocation assistance! To learn more about Alexian
Brothers and let us learn more about you, please stop by our booth at the
Career Fair.
DON’T MISS OUR RAFFLE. SIGN UP AT OUR BOOTH, AT
THE END OF THE DAY, WE WILL BE GIVING AWAY A
GOURMET BASKET FILLED WITH MANY DELIGHTFUL
TREATS! YOU NEED NOT BE PRESENT TO WIN,
JL

GOLDEN WEST
G.W. AGENCY
3140 De La Cruz Blvd #110
SANTA CLARA
(408)980-9555
1398 El Camino Real
MOUNTAIN VIEW
(415) 969-4242

3396 Stevens Creek Blvd ste 1
SAN JOSE
(408) 248-7550

THE SPRING
GOLD RUSH IS ON!
$95 $70 $45

OFF OFF OFF
18K 14K 10K

YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS
ARE WARMLY INVITED
"TO THIS FREE ONE -HOUR LECTURE

"Man’s True Identity
Originates In God"

ALENAN BROTHERS
Hospital
Alexia,: Brothers Hospital is proud to be an
Equal Opportunity Employer.

39170 Fremont Blvd
FREMONT
(415) 745-9500

GRADUATION SALE

The Answers
You’ve Been Looking For

by Lacy Bell Richter, C.S.B.
of Reno, Nevada

The first 250 people
to respond
a 2-week n
On may 31st, Great America opens fulltime, and for two weeks it’s one wild,
crazy ride. To gear up, we’re hiring 250
extra employees to work Monday
through Friday, May 31st through
June 15th.
On top of earning $5.75 to $6.25 an
hour, you’ll earn a free pass to the park
for every 20 hours worked.
Opportunities are available in foods,
games, merchandise, and rides. Hours
available are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m.; or 1 1 a.m. to 7 prn.

Mt nber of
Ilie Christian Scler.ce Board of Lectureship

Sunday, May 20, 1990
3:00 pm
First Church of Christ, Scientist
1807 The Alameda
San Jose, California

Get ready for the ride of your life. To
apply, call us at (408)988-1800 or stop
by the Great America Employment Office,
off Mission College Boulevard in Santa
Clara. E0.

Order your college ring NOW.

.ENS
10ST

Free Parking and Child Care Provided
For

Buy 5 items, get a sports bag FREE.

more information call: (408)294-8719

Sponsored by
First Church of Christ, Scientist. San Jose
-4,

:s

May 14-26 _ 9:00-4:00 Is,,
Spartan Bookstore Grad Center

$20.00
-.

es:1

1111111AT AMIRRICA.
Its fun. Do it
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Kick off your shoes and kick up your heels
What to do, what to see and where to see it this summer
School is almost out. "Things to do"
around the South Bay includes restaurants, bars, dance clubs and more. Also
included are special events which happen
during the summer months.
There are plenty of things to do in the
area, these are only a few ideas we offer
our readers as an end of the year service.
Daily staff writers Kevin Weil, Stacy
Olsen, Edwin Acevedo, Mike Moeller,
Nick Fisher, Christine DeGraw, Aldo
Margionni, and Jamie Pitts report on
what’s going on.

San Jose State
Things to do
Kari Peterson, executive director of the Program
Board, said the Student Union will have a summer film
series on Wednesday nights. Because it is still in the
planning stages, Peterson said she couldn’t confirm what
films would be shown.
Movies will be shown free in the Student Union
Ballroom at 7 p.m. Wednesday beginning June 27, and
continuing through the summer. For more information,
call 924-6261.
Peterson also said the Program Board is also joining
forces with Live 105 to hold a free summer concert in
the Student Union Amphitheater. She said there is one
concert planned, and is working on getting more. Bands
and dates will be announced later, but The Event Center
at San Jose State University
July 1 will be a time for some serious slamming, jamming and hamming it up for the crowd when the World
Wrestling Federation comes to town. Gavin Green,
arena manager for the Event Center, confirmed the event
but details are pending upon the promoter setting up the
card. For more information, call the Event Center
Box Office at 924-6374.
Juan Gabriel will bring his special brand of Mexican
music to the Event Center on July 6.
Gymnastics teams from the United States and the
Soviet Union will rumble and tumble in the Event
Center on August 4 through 5. Green said both men’s
and women’s teams will compete.
The Aquatic Center
Anybody for a dip? Yes, the Aquatic Center will be
open for business throughout the summer. Hours are
from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday, Wednesday and Friday;
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday; and 10 am. to
5 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday. For more information,
call the Aquatic Center at 924-6340.
Spartan Shops
If you want a beer, go across the street to Peanuts. The
Pub is closed.
The games area in the lower level of the Studednt
Union is going to be open. Bowling, video games, table
tennis, table soccer and pool (yes, billiards) are all waiting for you. Hours arc noon to 11 p.m. Monday through
Friday.

San Jose
Things to do

If you are interested in dancing the night away while
in San Jose this summer, there are a variety of clubs that
you can visit. If your tastes are for the hip-hop sounds
of beat music, then D.B. Cooper’s or Paradise Beach are
the places that you should head for. If your are interested in the modem rock scene, then the Cactus Club or
F/X will offer you what you are looking for. The Oasis
offers both kinds of music depending on what night you
show up there.
For those people that are not into dancing or its a
Monday night and you would rather enjoy a cold beer,
then San Jose has a couple new places and a few old
ones that might interest you. Gordon Biersch, which
took the place of Bassiere is located at 33 E. San
Fernado, and just recently opened up and has been
packed with people almost every night. They offer you
a half pint of their homemade beer for $2.50.
Katie Bloom’s has been open for a short while in the
Pavilion and has several different beers from around the
world on tap in this small Irish pub. Hochberg von
Germania, located at 261 N. 2and Street, has been open
for 5 years and offers its patrons a wide variety of real
German beer and authentic german food. If you don’t
mind driving to get that beer, then Britannia Arms,
located on 5027 Almaden Expressway and on 1087 S.
Saratoga-Sunnyvale will give you a good strong English
ale and some world-class soccer via satellite.
The Last Laugh now has two venues to make you
laugh. The original is still located at San Pedro Square
and the new place is located on the second floor of the
Pavilion. They both still have the two drink minimum
and a variety of different comics. Big Lil’s Cabaret has
been open for awhile now and offers a vaudeville type
of entertainment. Big Lil’s is located at 157 W. San
Femado
The Phoenix, located in the San Pedro Square, still
offers some of the best coffee in town. Although there is
no longer a bookstore to browse through, you can still
study upstairs or listen to the jazz and watch people
walk by. The Downtown Tobacco and News, located
on 70 E. Santa Clara Ave, will give you e good cup of
coffee and the day’s newspapers from around the nation.
For those of you that enjoy hearing music live, there
are a couple of clubs around the town that offer you just
that. If you are interested in listening to jazz, Club Jazz,
located at 55 S. Market St.., pounds out the jazz every
Friday and Saturday night starting at 8:30 p.m..
Marsugi’s has been offering a variety of different bands
for longer than any other nightclub in downtown San
Jose. Located at 399 S. 1st. Si., Marsugi’s offers both
alternative music as well as mainstream rock and blues.
San Jose Civic Light Opera will be presenting the
musical "Guys and Dolls" May 11-20. The musical features the music of Frank I neger and Abe Burrows. All
performances will be at the San Jose Center for
Performing Arts on Almaden Blvd. For ticket prices
and show times call the center at 971-1212.
Opera San Jose will be presenting Mozan’s "Cost fan
linh," (All Women Behave Like This or The Shooting of
the Lovers) opera in two acts. The opera is a mixture of
comedy, burlesque, sentiment and satire. Performances
Will be at the Montgomery Theater May 12,13,15,17,1820 with matinees on May 13 and 20. Performances
begin at 8 p.m. For more information call the theater
at 998-2277.
To benefit the Santa Clara County Peace Officers
Association, the Center of Performing Arts will hold a
Cavalcade of Stars on June 2. Headlining the show will
be Sha Na Na and special guests will be announced.
Performanceds begin at 1 p.m. For more information,
call 984-0478.
The San Jose Stage Company will be presenting

"Angry Housewives" June 1-30, the longest running
show in San Jose. Performances are Wednesday through
Friday at 8 p.m. and Saturdays at 5:30 p.m. and 8 p.m.
The shows will be at the Eulipia Theater on First Street.
For more information, call 293-2110.

Special Events

’The Youth Science Institute presents the "Dinosaurs
Alive!" Exhibit next to the Ea.stridge Shopping Mall.
The mechanical, life-size beings were built by
Dinamation and are in prehistoric sets allowing viewers
to understand the size, movements and sounds of the
animals. Hours are 9 am. -6 p.m. on Mondays; 9 a.m.-8
p.m. Tuesday -Friday; 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Saturdays and noon6 p.m. Sundays. For more information, call 238DINO.
*Candlelight dinners and wine tasting will be held at the
Mirassou Winery Friday and Saturday. Advanvced
reservations are required. For more information, cfil;
274-4000.
*The Rosicrucian Egyptian Museum and Planetarium
will be offering free admission from 9 a.m.-5 p.m
Sunday as pan of International Museum Day. The mesa,
urn will also be allowing photographers an opportunity
to take unrestricted pictures from 9 a.m.-11 a.m. For
more information, call the museum at 287-2807.
’The San Jose Historical Museum will be putting on
Living History Days May 19-20, celebrating Santa
Clara Valley’s history at the turn-of-the-century. Shows
will be from 10 am. -5 p.m. with a minimal charge. For
more information, call 287-2290.
*Elaine Booster will be performing a stand-up act at the
Center for Performing Arts on May 22 at 8 p.m. For
more information, call 277-5277.
*San Jose’s Medical Center Foundation will be presenting Red Skelton at the Center of Performing Arts at 8
p.m. on May 23. For more information, call 977-4660
or 246-1160.
*World class track and field athletes will be competing
in the Bruce Jenner Bud Light Classic on Sunday, May
26 at San Jose City College. Past athletes who have performed have included Carl Lewis, Andre Phillips and
Mary Decker. For more information, call 288-3730.
*June 2-3 will be the opening weekend of the Children’s
Discovery Museum downtown. Events will include the
Great Taste Festival and Children’s Day around the Bay.
For more information, call the museum at 298-5437.
A Comic Book Expo will be held at the San Jose
Convention Center on June 24. For more information,
call 971-8929 or 277-5277.

take place at the Aptos Village Park and will be accompanied by music front local artists. July I.
*Fourth of July celebration in Harvey West Park in
Santa Cruz. July 4.
*The Hot and Cold Salsa Tasting Contest-The event
will be held at the Roaring Camp Park in Felton. July 4.
Estival Festival -a performing arts extravaganza in
downtown Santa Cruz July 14.
Hallcrest Vineyard’s Jazz Festival. July 14 and IS.
Estival Festival Thursday Night Concert senes-The
concerts will run from the week of July I.
’The Wharf to Wharf Race. This running race is from
Santa Cruz harbor to Capitola harbor every year. July
22.
*The Ilth International Caliunari Festival- this festival
is held at Inda laze in Santa Cruz. July 31.

5aratoga
Saratoga has a reputation for being a small "snobby"
community whose residents keep to themselves.
Because of that reputation Saratoga is one of the best
kept secrets in the Bay Area. Home of rich chardonnays
and local theatre talent, Satatoga is just a ten-minute
drive south on 880 from San Jose.
For the adventureous and environmentally conscious,
you can ride your bicycle through San Jose, Campbell
and Los Gatos to get there. For those of you that like a
challenge, a ride over the Santa Cruz mountians on
Highway 9 will get you into shape.
Getting to town before morning coffee is no problem
because besides breakfast at the Village Rendezvoux,
there are two coffee houses on the main street. The
International coffee exchange offers laws, mochas, esspressos or house blend coffee; you can sit inside or out.
Further down the street is the Country Store Cafe. Vicky,
a Holly-Hobbie-look-alike and the owner, will serve esspress eggs and a variety of coffees if you’re UD to it.

The Women’s Pro Volleyball Tournament. the sporting
event will be held at Main Beach in Santa Cruz, June 9
and 10
’Pop’s for Pops Annual Concert-The concert will be
held at Henry Cowell Redwood State Park in Felton.
June 19
Santa Cruz Vinter’s Festival -Sixteen vineyards will
be participating in the festival. The idea is to travel
between vineyards to sample the wine. June 23 and 24.
Mt. Herman Summer Concert Series-this series will
be held in Frelton. June 23 through 30.
’The KSUP Cajun Chomp and Stomp- conic on down
and taste a variety of Cajun cooking. The event will

’The Strawberry Festival on June 2 and 3 at the
Civic Center at 110 E. Main Si There will be an arts
and crafts show, an auction and games for children.
Food and lots of strawberries will be sold. The festival
is sponsored by the Eastfield Ming Quong childrens’
center. Call 379-3790 for more information.
The Old Town Summer Fest on June 16 and 17 from
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. at Old Town at 50 University Ave.
There will be an arts and crafts show, entertainment and
wine tasting. Souvcncir wine glasses and food will be
sold. Call 354-9300 for more information.
*The Fiesta de Artes on August 18 and 19 at Old
Town at 50 University Ave. There will be an arts and
crafts show, entertainment and a wine tasting.
Souveneir wine glasses and food will be sold. The
event is sponsored by the Los Gatos Chamber of
Commerce and the Los Gatos Jaycees. Call 354-9300
for more information.
*The Dammit run will take place on August 18. The
race starts at Los Gatos Highschool and finishes at the
1 exington Resevoir Dam. Call Bruce Springbete at
354-7333 for more information.

Things to do

Things to do

Special events

Special Events

Peninsula

b’anta Cru4
Most visitors to Santa Cruz come trekking over
Highway 17, head down Ocean Street and go straight to
the Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk.
While the Boardwalk has one the best rollercoasters on
the West Coast, in the summertime, the Boardwalk also
boasts the most broken glass, the loudest car stereos and
the largest gathering of obnoxious people outside of Los
Angeles.
Those who go only to the Boardwalk and its beaches
miss some of the best sites that Santa Cruz has to offer.
Instead, bypass the Boardwalk, veer right and drive
north on West Cliff Drive.
I.ighthouse Point houses the Santa Cruz Surf Museum.
The museum has a large collection of old, wooden longboards.
The lighthouse overlooks the hottest surfing spot in
Northern California-- Steamer’s Lane. "The Lane" is
usually pretty flat during the summer, but top surfer’s
still frequent it. In the winter, it hosts the Cold Water
Classic.
Walking down West Cliff Drive, you will see seals sunning themselves on the rocks. And lining the cliffs are
expansive (and expensive) Victorian homes.
At the end of West Cliff Drive is Natural Bridges State
Beach. Natural Bridges is a good place to park yourbehind for the rest of the day and work on your skin cancer. This beach is popular among wind surfers and also
has interesting rock formations with several tide pools.
Seabright Brewery, on the East Side of Santa Cruz is
also a good place to spend your day. Sit out on the patio,
sip home-brewed beer and listen to local jazz bands that
play there on the weekends. Seabright Brewery is a popular spot among locals during the day and early
evenings.
Other places to spend your day in Santa Cruz include
the Pacific Garden Mall and the University of California
at Santa Cruz.
Despite the earthquake decimating about 50 percent of
the Pacific Garden Mall, it is still alive. Several owners
have found creative ways to stay in business: visit
Logos’ Earthquake Emporium, a used record and bookstore, in a formerly abandoned wherehousc.
UC Santa Cruz is one of the most beautiful campuses
in the nation. Hiking the trails behind the school is a day
in itself.
At night, Santa Cruz has much to offer:
Front Street Pub, near the Pacific Garden Mall. is
Seabright Brewery’s evening counterpart Here is a good
place to start the evening. The pub, which is a hangout
for local college students, makes its own brew and plays
rock music.
Just down the street from Front Street Pub is the Cafe
Chameleon, which has art shows, plays, bands and poetry readings.
In the Pacific Garden Mall is the Catalyst, the best concert club in Santa Cruz. The Catalyst books a variety of
good acts: soul, reggae, rock and rockabilly.ThursdaV
night is dollar night, which features three local bills.
The Kumbawaa Jazz Center, also near the mall, is the
best place to see jazz acts.
For dinner, Santa Cruz has a wide selection of restaurants, too many to give a complete listing here. But here
are the best bets.
After dinner, catch a flick at the Capitola Theatre for
$2.50 or go dancing.
Capitola has a row of dance places, bars and restaurants with no or little cover charge. It’s where everyone
in Santa Cruz goes to dance and "meet people," though
many people consider it a "meat market." Margaritaville
and the Edgewater are the most popular places on this
beachside strip.

young’ back from the beach" crowd on Sunday nights.
The restaurant closes at 12 a.m, but the bar is open
until 2 a.m.
Waves is a dance club located at the Old Town shopping center at 50 University Ave. They have live
music as well as a DJ. Call 395-8600 for more information.
Vasona Park at 298 Garden Hill Dr. offers many ways
to spend a summer day. There’s picnicing, nature
walks and a bicycle path that begins at the Campbell
Par Course and goes up to the Lexington Resevoir.
Boating rentals will be availble in the late summer but
you can bring your own rowboat or sailboat to the lake
now. There is also a lithe train that you can ode to a
neighboring park. The only food available is from a
mobile concession stand. There is a $3 entry fee per
car

Laura Chun

Dally staff pholographe

A lone windsurfer glides across the water.

The Old Pro, located at the corner of Page Mill Road
and El Camino Real. Drink the cheapest beer for any
Palo Alto bar while shooting billiards on junior tables
and listening to music ranging from U2s’ "Bullet the
Blue Sky" to Hank WIlliams’ "You’re An ...hole."
Emerson Street Bar and Grill, located on Emerson
Street near University offers nightly live blues and jazz
music and dancing. Located at 412 Emerson Street in
downtown Palo Alto
42nd Street is a Cheers-like atmosphere with old fashioned fans suspended from the ceiling, all of which are
turned by a single pulley belt. Located at 518 Bryant
Street downtown and has been open during the construction on Bryant.
The Pioneer, located at 2925 Woodside Road in
Woodside (west of Hwy 280), offers live, nightly entertainment with local rock and roll bands. The Edge
nightclub is the only one that allows under 21 -year-old
patrons. The music is mostly DJ’d with some live
shows. It is located at 260 California Avenue, north of
El Camino Real.
Palo Alto is seemingly a nerve-center of coffee brewers, dealers and retailers attempting to live up to the
beatnik atmosphere the city once boasted in the late 50’s
and early 60’s. The combination bookstore -coffee
house that was so popular remains at Printers Inc. at
310 California Avenue, one block from the Edge.
On University in downtown there is the McMillan
Coffee Co. at 490 California and the Palo Alto Coffee
Roasting Co. is located in the Stanford Shopping Center
at 159 El Camino Real.
The Plantation Cafe at 109 California Avenue has out
door seating and a good selection of sandwiches.

There are many summertime outdoor activities in greater San Jose/Santa Cruz.
Special Events

On your way back from the beach stop by the Country
Store Cafe for a beer and some music (bluegrass, classical and sometimes medieval). There’s no cover charge.
If classical isn’t fast enough, cross the street and walk
over to Lonnie’s. Kick up your heels to some jazz music
and dancing in between munching on some of Loonies
Ribs.
Without the cost of flying to Europe, SJSU students
can stay in a youth hostel at Sanborne Park for $8 a
night. People from all over the world stop at the hostels
to wash up and rest before they move on.

Special Events

*Every year merchants and local artists get together to
put on the annual Blossom Festival in downtown
Saratoga. This years’ festival is May 27. There will be
food, wine and beer booths. Several artists and artisans
will be displaying their wares up and down the street.
"Music at the Vineyard" -Paul Masson Mountain
Winery Pierce Road, Saratoga. The Paul Masson
Vinyard concert series runs from June to Spetember.
For more information contact Paul Masson Vineyard
at 741-5181.

Los Gatos
Things to do

Nestled at the base of the Santa Cruz mountains the
quaint town of Los Gatos offers a variety of places to
visit and things to do this summer.
The Los Gatos Coffee Roasting Company at 101 W.
Main Street will blend the beans of your choice and
brew them into a rich cup of coffee just to your liking.
They offer beans from such exciting locales as:
Indonesia, Africa, South America and Hawaii. They’re
open from 7 am. to 7 p.m. Monday through Friday and
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. on the weekends.
Double Rainbow at 137 N. Santa Cruz Ave. offers
refreshments to cool you down from the summer sun.
They have 24 flavors of ice cream and four flavors of
frozen yogurt which change daily. They also serve
expresso and a variety of cakes and cheesecakes.
They’re open from 11 am. to 11 p.m. Sunday- Thursday
and 11 am. to 12 a.m. Friday- Saturday.
Morrow’s Nut House located in Old Town at 50
University Ave has many different sweet treats includiig fudge, peanut bottle, chocolate-dipped fruits and ice
Black Watch at 141 1/2 N. Santa Cruz Ave. is a small
neighborhood bar that attracts a slightly older than college-age crowd. They play music but there’s no dance
floor. There’s no cover charge but proper I.D. is
required. It’s open from 9 a.m. to 2 am.
C.B. Hannigans is a restaurant with a bar area upstairs.
The youngest crowd is on Friday nights as well as a

’Concerts in the Square begins June 8, offering six free
afternoon concerts featuring Jazz Music. Concerts will
be presented in Palo Alto Square, corner of Page Mill
Road and El Camino Real from 5 to 7 p.m. For more
information, call (415) 967-9714
*Carnivorous plants exhibit. Ever wonder why a Venus
Flytrap eats insects? This educational exhibit will display a variety of living specimens explaining the biology, ecology and trapping mechanisms of these plants.
Opens May 12, Saturday, 1 to 4 p.m. at the Palo Alto
Junior Museum and Zoo located at 1451 Middlefield
Rd. The museum is open Tuesday through Saturday, 10
a.m. to 5 p.m, Sundays 1 to 4 p.m and is closed on
Mondays. For more information, call (415) 329-2111.
*Fishing for kids. Children under 16 years old are invited to join Ranger Curt Dunn at the boat dock in
Boronda Lake between 10 a.m. and noon, Saturday
May 12. Gear will be provided. Families welcome.
For information and directions to the lake call (415)
329-2261.
*Youth Arc 1990. An art exhibit featuring the work of
young artists, seventh through twelvth grade from the
Palo Alto Unified School District, begins Saturday,
May 19 at the Cultural Center. The center is located at
1313 Newell Road (near Middlefield). There will be a
reception following the exhibit on opening day. The
exhibit will go through July.
*Bay to Breakers Bus. Join in San Francisco’s footrace,
held yearly in San Francisco. A Bus will leave Jordan
Center, 750 North California Avenue, at 6:15 a.m.
’Sequoia Century. June 3 is the date for the 17th annual bicycle tow of the peninsula foothills. Five rides are
available, 200 km, 1100 mi, 100 km, 40 mi and 25 mi.
All the tours are hilly and, except for the 25 -mile ride,
strenuous. Cost is $25 and deadline for applications is
May IS. Applications are available at the Lucie Stern
Community Center, 1305 Middlefield Road or call
(415)329-2261.
*Sand Castles and Architectural Marvels Contest. Bring
your own pail, spray bottle and building tools for the
Second Annual sand castle contest Friday, June 29,4 to
7 p.m. at the City Hall Plaza located at 250 Hamilton
Avenue downtown. Prizes and awards will be given
and there is no limit to the number of team members.

Have a
great
summer!
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Greeks: Job Corps houses may go
.1121Ce
1111 I hi cc Iabol department oltiv Ws from Washington to
adiust both
Ile agreed to allow the program
to stay in the Iirst house
for two
or three years
until another Job
Corps facility could he renovated
In exchange, he received a shortened lease on the second house
But, two years later, Job Corps’
Martine, said that the renovation
has yet to begin
Depariment of Labor officials in
Washington who are responsible
tor Job Corps property could not
be reached for comment
While obtaining larger. and
more, housing for their organi/alions, SJSU Greeks also have a
nostalgic reason for occupying the
Job Corps houses. They all belonged to the historic Fraternity
Row that flourished before the turbulent ’60s, and were all occupied
by fraternities or sororities.
"It was one of the best fraternity
rows in the nation," Swenson
said. "It was a real important part
of San Jose State."
The housing corporation for the
Kappa Sigma fraternity also

bought one of the Job Corps
houses with similar intentions to
Swenson’s The corporation hopes
to move its members into the much
larger facility, according to Buddy
Parsons, secretary for the corporation.
The need for the house became
even more urgent because the fraternity was left homeless after the
Oct . 17 earthquake
Members were removed from
the house because of earthquake
damage and asbestos loosened by
the shaking.

the Greeks and Job Corps Greeks
have complained that program
members have heckled them when
they pass by the Job Corps facilities
"When you walk by they kind
of say ’Hey baby’ " said a member of the Alpha Phi sorority. She
declined to give her name because
of problems the sorority has had
with the corps in the past.
"They have a history of making
problems," said Kevin Couch,
former Associated Students director of California State affairs and a
member of Delta Upsilon.

Cops: Training to follow film seizure
from page
know it the actions oi Noriega
were a violation of the law. "I’m
not a lawyer." he said. "The %tatmem speaks for itself ’’Aheyta
could not be reached for comment.
A copy of the training bulletin
issued by Abeva said that any information gathered or pictures
taken in public areas outside of a
crime scene are the "legal property
of the bearer.’
’(’he bulletin went on to say that
this properly is -subject to reasonable expectation of privacy."
UPD conducted an investigation
of the incident after receiving citilens’ c plaints filed by the two
students -- one asserting that
property had been stolen and the
other alleging misuse of police authority. The investigation "may or
may not result in administrative action, Abeyta wrote.
Public law classifies such invc,

ligation% as personnel matters,
Aheyta stated, and the department
is required to respect the confidentiality of those proceedings
Carne said that under the socalled police officer’s bill of rights
in the California penal code, investigations into citizen’s complaints
are to be kept confidential.
Weil, however, said. "I expect
upon completion of the investigation that Kelley and I will he notiwhether there
fied of the result
would he any disciplinary action or
reprimand, regardless of it being a
personnel matter.’’
Staley said letters would be sent
to Chinn and Weil stating that an
investigation has been undertaken.
As of Tuesday. Chinn and Weil
said they had not received the letters.
"It’s good that there will be
training for the officers to make
sure this kind of incident doesn’t

Parsons said the Kappa Sigma
housing corporation purchased the
house for the future, and that the
Richard A. Staley, public inforhouse is a good investment for ihe
mation officer for the University
fraternity.
Police Department said. "There
Even though the fraternity have been occassional incidents on
couldn’t move in right away be- campus where individuals in that
cause of the Job Corps leases, the program were ins ’dyed." hut that
program they were not a major problem.
government
federal
makes for a good tenant. Parsons
Martine/ disagreed that there are
said. "They definitely pay their
continuing problems. Saying that
Jennifer Woodbury said she and
bills on time." he said.
AUGUSTA, Maine (API
besides a problem involving a Max Woodbury got an invitation to her husband are Democrats who
their
column,
The fight for the houses is not Spartan Daily
dine with fat cats at a GOP fund- never sent a dime to either political
the only source of conflict between "relationship is pretty good."
party. so she has no idea how Max
raiser attended h the president.
But Max will probably stay Woodbury got an invitation.
"The only thing I can think of is
maybe snooze in the sun,
home
play with a hall of yarn or toy with they got it off a mailing list." she
said. "I sent away for dry flies
a mouse.
cat somehow from a mail order company and put
-year-old
2
The
reduced
losses
says ColorTag has
up on the mailing list for it in Max’s name" so the the flies
by about 60 percent at the 40 stores wound
Dinner, scheduled could be a surprise gift for her husPresident’s
thk.
’If thieves know
where they have been tried. He deband.
in Washinpton
June
12
for
scribed the reduction as "incredithey can’t sell it
ble." and said the company plans
to order more.
and they can’t
A quarter century ago, stores
wear it, then they began tagging merchandise with
Positions Available:
Summer Openings:
magnetic strips and installing dewon’t steal it.’
Maintenance
Days and Evenings
tectors at the door. But store secuDon Barnett rity officials say professional shopCashier
Free Movies
Concession
Flexible Shirts
who account fo about 85
lifters
Some Supervisory
Frequent Wage Reviews
have
where, except to Halloween parties percent of all shoplif...
Positions
WI Trcin
and the hipper downtown clubs.
learned how to remove the tags in
Three vials inside the disc-tag the store or to shield them from the
CENTURY 22
were rigged to break when it did, detector on the way out.
CAPITOL DRIVE-IN
releasing three teaspoons of "a biMeanwhile, shoplifting is soar984-7539
226-2289
ological stain that interacts with ing. Annual estimated losses exthe cells of natural fibers so it can’t ceed $25 billion, and one study
be washed out," according to Rob- found that shoplifters escape with
ert DiLonardo of Security Tag Sys- the goods 97 percent of the time.
tems in St. Petersburg. Fla., which
The ink tag concept originated
Student Union
makes INKTAG.
in Sweden, and has been used in
If the garment had been pur- Europe for six years. Store security
Extended Hours
chased, the tag would have been consultant Peter Berlin says that
cleanly removed by a sales clerk since such tags are more expensive
(7:
with a small device bolted down than magnetic ones
INKTAGs
For Finals
next to the cash register.
cost about $2.75 each they may
DiLonardo said his company has be better suited for smaller clothsold several hundred thousand tags ing stores.
to 40 stores since production began
But Berlin says the tags appear
last fall: ColorTag says its product, to be effective. Despite the label
May 1/-22
on sale for two years. now is used warning, there is no explosion
in hundreds of stores.
when the vials break, and little
Thurs:
7 am - 2 am
Michael Myers, vice president chance of accidents. "It really has
of security for the Casual Corner to be abused before it breaks: Fri:
7 am - 5 pm
chain of women’s clothing stores. said DiLonardo.
Sat:
9 am - 5 pm

Cat to dine with the President

happen again.’ Chinn said.
’ Was almost pointless to file a
complaint." Inc added "I want to
know what they re going to do
about ii, hut apparently they’re not
going to tell me. I feel cheated."
Kenneth Blase, chairman of the
department of journalism and mass
Cl lllllll unications. said he was glad
to see the additional training of officers
"Constitutional and First Ammendment aspects will he emphasiied, which is what we
wanied. Blase said.

COM

New ink tags incriminate shoplifters
NEW YORK API
In an attempt to deter increasingly crafty
shoplifters, a growing number of
clothing stores are turning to a sort
of doomsday device a tag that.
if tampered with, squirts the garment with an indelible dye.
The theory: Sometimes you
have to ruin a dress to save it.
"If thieves know they can’t sell
it and they can’t wear it, then they
wont steal it," says Don Barnett,
whose company makes ColorTag,
one of two such products on the
market.
The other is called INKTAG,
and here’s how it works.
You, the shoplifter, are strolling
through a department store when
you see an Anne Klein cream linen
suit for $515 that you must have.
You notice a white plastic disc
about two inches in diameter
clamped on the skirt like a sandwich. It bears this "WARNING:
Forcing tag open causes breakage.
Permanent ink sprays out. Injury
can occur from broken glass, metal
and ink."
Since grenades are not customarily attached to dresses, you disregard the warning. Anyway, you
figure. you can always remove the
disc in the safety of your own
home. So you take it into the dressing room, stuff it into your purse,
and head for the exit.
You step out of the store, exultant. But when you get the dress
home and try to pry the disc off
with a screwdriver, your hands are
suddenly squirted with blue, red
and yellow ink that also stains the
dress.
The stain Wears off your hands
in a few days. hut repeated trips to
the dry cleaner fail to eradicate the
dress spot. You can’t wear it any -

High school
dropout rate
still droppi? ng
SA( I: IENTO (AP)
Cali
fornia s student dropout rate edged
down nearly two percentage points
last year an improvement that
school officials say they could
keep going with lots of dedication
and a little money.
The decrease is part of a trend in
which the rate has dropped more
than four percentage points since
1986, or essentially from one in
four students never finishing public high schools to one in five, the
officials said Monday.
Still, they acknowledged. one in
five is not acceptable and remains
above the national dropout rate. In
California, the rate hit 20.4 percent
in 1989, compared with what national education officials estimate
to be a 13.2 percent rate across the
United States, state officials said.
California schools chief Bill
Honig said during a Los Angeles
news conference that the dropout
rate "is a major. major problem
facing our society."
"Given our job market, if you
don’t graduate from school you
don’t get a good job...," said the
superintendent of public instruc
tion.
Honig said later in an interview
that the decline of the rate
statewide from the 1986 figure of
24.9 percent and the 198K figure of
22.1 percent was due in some measure to the success of student counseling programs set up under 1985
legislation.
Under the measure, 200 model
schools received funds for an outreach consultant.

Come Join the Movies
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Sun:
M -W:

EARN & LEARN
Full & Part Time
Positions Available
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noon - 2 am
7 am - 2 am

Free Coffee will be served
courtesy of Spartan Shops
from 7:30 to midnight.
Sunday through Thursday

Wallpapers To Go
Call Michelle
(415) 941-6912
Mt. View/Los Altos
Partially funded by Associated Students
r

COMPUTER SCIENCE &
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
STUDENTS WANTED
Full and Part Time Positions Available Now flexible hours

A Commitment To Nursing
For over 24 years, Good Samaritan Hospital has served the greater
San Jose area. Here, our nurses are central to superior patient care.
As an important member of the health care team, each nurse plays
an active role in patient care planning and decision making. If you
are a graduating nurse dedicated to excellence, join us in our
tradition of caring at Good Samaritan Hospital.
NEW GRAD PROGRAMS
We are currently accepting applications for our monthly
New Grad Programs, which include an 8-week preceptorship.
CRITICAL CARE (I2-week preceptorship)
NURSERY /ICN
PEDIATRICS
MED/SURG /ORTHO
Good Samaritan Hospital offers an excellent compensation package,
including 12-hour shifts in some departments. Please contact Anne
McNeely, Nurse Recruiter, Good Samaritan Hospital. 2425
Samaritan Drive, San Jost, CA 95124. 14081 559-2126. Equal
Opportunity Employer.

GOOD
SAMARITAN
HOSPITAL
An Affiliate of I lealth Dimensions Incorporated

THE PLACE

COMPUTER LITERACY
1300KSHOPS
- the world’s largest computer
bookstore - internationally
famous. We pride ourselves
on courteous, knowledgeable
staff who share our customers’
interests.

THE JOB
INFORMATION SPECIALISL
help customers find the books to
fit their needs, on all computer
related topics. Gain experience
relevant to your career field.
Extensive training provided.
Starting Salary: $6.25/hour

QUALIFICATIONS AND HOW TO APPLY
IF you have:

classes in computer science or electrical engineering
programming knowledge of a high level language
excellent English skills
THEN send resume to or apply in person at:

COMPUTER LITERACY BOOKSHOPS, INC.
2590 North First Street, San Jose, CA 95131
520 Lawrence Expwy., Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Scholarships. experience, money’
Summer positions are open in
commissioned sales, public
relations. international attain, and
the KSJS program guide Call
924-4549 for information or send a
letter or resume to General Manager,
KSJS 90 7. San Jose. CA 951920094.
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LOS AN.GELLS (AP) - nu:
government opened its case Tuesday against four men charged in
the killing of a U.S. drug agent.
telling jurors Enrique "Kiki
Camarena died because his work
had cost the Mexican drug cartel
more than $5 billion.
Assistant U.S. Attorney John
Carlton said that lI four men were
involved either Jirectly or indirectly with drug trafficking and
participated in actions that led to
Camarena’s death.
The motivation in the torture
and murder was drug smugglers’
anger at devastating raids on marijuana plantations. Carlton said.
"The cartel’s anger and frustration became increasingly focused
on one DEA agent," he said.
He said there were meetings in
which there was talk of "taking
care of agent Camarena."
"From May of 1984 to February
of 1985 the cartel suffered a series
of devastating losses, which it
blamed on the DEA." Carlton
said. "The seizures cost the cartel

over $5 billion ... and the cartel
began a series of retaliatory actions.’’
On trial are Ruben Zuni) Arce,
the brother-in-law of former Mexican President Luis Echeverria;
Juan Ramon Matta Ballesteros, a
convicted Honduran drug kingpin:
Juan Jose Bemabe Ramirez, a former Mexican police officer: and
Javier Vasquez Velasco, who is
accused of murdering two American tourists in an apparent mistake
killing.
Carlton said Vasquez and other
drug traffickers mistook Albert Radelat and John Walker for Drug
Enforcement
Administration
agents when the two walked into a
celebration dinner that drug lords
were holding in a restaurant.
Carlton said much of the prosecution’s case would depend on
the testimony of confidential informants as well as physical evidence
including hairs found at the house
where Camarena was tortured and
killed.
The mention of hair evidence

led to a motion for mistrial by the
attorney for Matta.
Attorney Martin Stolar has disputed that the hair found at the
murder scene was Matta’s and has
asked for further scientific examination before it is admitted in evidence.
He claimed the prosecutor
should not have mentioned it. but
U.S. District Judge FAlward Rafeedie denied the motion.
The 31 -year-old Camarena was
kidnapped off a Guadalajara street
in February 1985. Testimony at the
trial of three other men in 1988
showed that the agent was taken to
a house where he was tortured and
interrogated by drug lords before
being slain along with his pilot,
Alfredo Zavala Avelar.
Their bodies were found a
month later on a ranch 65 miles
outside Guadalajara.
The DEA has vowed to capture
every person involved in the slaying. So far. 22 people have been
charged in this country and more
than 20 convicted in Mexico.

AVON’. Buy or sell

Call ore today

(local Avon Rep) & I will send
book to your Borneo, business,
Super specials for everyone
Share the book with famIly, co.
workers 8 friends 8 receive up to
50% off on your own order! Thank

ATTENTION.HIRING. Govt lobs - your
area St 7.840-$69.485 Call 1 -602-

roe, breaks Many positions Call
1-805-1382-7555 eel S-1062

ATTENTION
POSTAL JOBS’ Start
$11 41 hr For application info call

Up to $7 00 to start
WEEKLY PAY

5942.

Starts May 28.1990
ENROLL NOW.

Medical Dental
Vscation Plan
!Meryl.. earn to 4 pm
Monday thru Friday

you atone of the eres’ top
Chrysler Plymouth dealer.
ships All aspects of the auto

Apply VANGUARD
3212 Scott Blvd

business will be covered

(408)7276793

Training
Guaranteed salary during

FED.
SQUARE
WASHINGTON
ERAL Credit Union at 14081 947.

training
Medical benefits
Paid Vacation

7273
DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Save your teeth eyes
and money. two Cleanings and

STUDENT

offke visits at no charge For brochure nee AS office (Student
Health Center) or call 14081371,
6811 In S. Jose
U.S.& BOXER REUNION
Father. Granddad.
Was your
Uncle, Cousin, Brother or Friend
one of the 50,000 men who served
Or’ the U S S Boxer CV21, 11 .0.
we are having reunion In Pensacola. Florida in Oct The dates are
10th. 11th, 12th & 13th For more
info call John Plgrnan at 14151

Bonuses by week 8 month
Tired of going nowhere working
long hours & making little
or no money, Apply for one of
these positions today Thi
school was designed for people
have never sold automobiles
We else Invite current uto sales
people who 1.1 they haven I

who

been properly !reined to enroll
There is limited space, so
call today
Ask for Mr Green
(408)732.7800
CHRYSLER PLYSYNNYVALE
MOUTH

656-1497

TYKE El Camino Reel
Sunnyvale. Ca 61087

AUTOMOTIVE
SEIZED CARS. TRUCKS 4.wheelers
TV’s. stereos, furniture, computers by DEA, FBI. IRS end U S citatory. Available your area now
Call 1-805-682.7555. eat C-1255
88 FORD BRONCO XLT tr., V8. blue
& white Low miles. still under
warranty Must see Ask for Dave
or John (415)656-1497
7, JEEP 86 TOYT 4 x 4 new .91.,
pumps, wheel., lire on truck
$7250 CJ5 V6 4 sp new tires 8
wheels, new trans. $5500 238.

SALEb MANAGER
BENNIGANS
is looking for WAITSTAFF. cooks
hosts Lots of fun. 9004 1004 8
good people Corne apply and join
the party at 4150 Greet America
Plewy . Santa Clara
AVAIL.
POSITIONS
ABLE. Full 8 Pad rime P.on.nenl A summer positions References required Northern Cent
Nannies, 4548 El Camino Real,

CHILDCARE

suite V.10. Alto.. 141519462933

2074

COMPUTERS
INFERNO BBS
11141. 300 1200 2400 baud. MacIntosh & IBM libraries 25 phone
Iln., mulii-user chat (406 39514081 395-5378

006 921)9035. (4151 964-6083. 1" 51 556
8746
3721

408 732-7800
Ron Schmidt

MAC 512KE
IMAGEWRITER I, $750,
runs great Cell after 6 PIA 771..1722

FOR SALE
SETS. BEDS. NEW’
Twin .1 $79 full set $89 queen
.1 $139. king .1 1179 For both
P ieces, Bunkbeds $99, Day beds
$99 5 pc bedroom sal $199

MATTRESS

Desks $74. dressers 579, chests
146, bad-friem.. delivery,’ (4131
745-0900

HELP WANTED
EARN MONEY reeding
books) 532.000 yr income pot..
Eof
OtO 13elaile (1)602-838-8885.
964290

ATTENTION

RESIDENTIAL
8
COMPANIONS
COUNSELORS needed for programs working with children &
adults with disablittkrs Part lime
flexible hours CAR (415)856
0611
COUNSELOR CHII Dears war%
In comprehensive residenliel
facility with emotionally
disturbed children. ages 7.16
Exp BA preferred
Good DMV required,
$14.700-116.705 per month 146
hour wee. Excellent benefIts,
3 day 110eln, 4 days off
Send resume
100F Chi... Home
P0 Box 155
Gilroy. Ca 95021-0155
*MN
CARE
COUNSE I OR DIRECT
needed at local reeklentlei facilities for young odults & adobes cents with autism & related disabilities
Starting

FT A PT positions evell
56.56 25 hr Call (408/

4466953
for
HIRING
NOW
CRUISESHIPS
pring. Christmas and .ift sum.

STUDENTS"
WE WANT YOU for 188 100’
BEST PERSONNEL
recruits for clerical and technical
positions for your summer and fu

Santa Clara

well-versed in fund
lb 19-Louise

(415) 593.

EULIP1A RESTAURANT needs a pert
time catering 8 banquet cook
Apply 371S. 1st St. call 260-6161
EULIPIA RESTAURANT is hiring now"
bartenders.
Mrs..’
Walters,
Great student job Apply 374 S
1st St

San Jose. 280-6161

FREE ROOM & BOARD, help me with
my 3 kkla thru summer Please
call 978-1515 for funher details
Guaranteed not to be boring. Fe-

1929
DECORATOR
Unique I bdrm
tem financially

Become pan of winning team
We are now hiring food servers

STUDENTS
WE WANT YOU FOR the job’
B EST PERSONPFL recruits tor
secretaries. typists, word pro
general
receptionists
cosmos

16

office and data entry clerks We
Mao recruit for technical posi
Pay rates very depending
on lob $SW. and work experience
Call us TODAY tor your summer

PERSONALS

Call 904-

Or future employment
340, never fee

THE COLLEGIATE DREAM - 520560
per hour pen lime A dream come
true
Clearbrook Of Coliforni
looking for marketing reps Cali

BARE IT ALL’ Stop shaving, wining
tweezing or using chemical depth
tortes Let me permanently re.
move your unwanted hair (chin
of c 1 15. discount to students 8
faculty Call before May 31 1990. IL
the 1s1 appointment is 12 price

THE 90 DECADE of the environ
merit’ Earn money getting blends
end family off that toxic soup

CATHOLIC

Cell

Take CASH home daily’
PIZZA AGO GO
135W Stole Clara San Jose

now hiring lull & part time hos-

FOR RENT. large 2 harm 2 bath re

SAFARI
SELLING ASSISTANTS MODELS
for RALPH LAUREN’s
new fragrance

modeled clean and quiet Secu
rIty building. oft street parking.
laundry Iscilltles. security en.

males only!
ARTIST (experienced in
desktop publishing) for the Stu.
deot Union, Event Center and
Aquatic Center 15-20 hours per
week Apply at Student Union Di.

GRAPHIC

rector’s Office
GREAT JOB. Work with people’ If you
like fast pace II are well organized. we need you, Front desk A
belied./ Eves & weekends avail
Flex hrs THE BEVERLY HER’.
TAGE HOTEL, 11120 Barber Lane
Montague Hwy 880
Milpitas
MACINTOSH DATA ENTRY wanted
10.15 hours week $6 hour plus
experience
Computer
bonus
helpful Call Kelly 716-5978
NEEDED.) TEACHERS DIRECTORS
Eneroetic, greet sense of humor.
teem planer. child loving person
to work in Our child care centers
notable hours eviellable, 8 comp
E CE unite required Call today 945-0919
PART TIME FULL TIME PrImerfly light
bookkeeping. ea. typing Apply
In person only San Jose Box Of
five. 912 Town & Country Village
Mon through Frklay 10 AM.5 PM
PART TIME POSITIONS ...le at
Requirenewspaper
rmaady
men. ...lent typing, M..
.p, detail oriented Re
sports vary Please call 279-2293

trance,
760 5

at NORDSTROM
All locations Outgoing person.1ity. Mete to wear size 8-8
Pert time.

carport. cable hookbp.
11th St (nr 280) 5725-

5825 rno Call 268-9157, John or
Martha or please leave complete
mies.ge

Call SUSAN

SALES! ELECTRICAL’ Full lime position, FREE training A placement
Classes start In June Limited

PRIVATE RM

MARKETING’ Explosive
growth California company requires energetic reps Most have
8

entrepreneurial spine and desire
to succeed Call KIM at 960-4331

PREGNANT, SJSU ALUMNI couple
wish to adopt Financially secure
Lot s of love to give Call Patti or

ROOM FOR RENT Room in 3 bdrrn 2
be house In Almaden Valley avail
June 1 Easy commute Share

SECURITY OFFICERS
Security officers nd mess.,
go. All shifts, FT PT, we will

SPACE FOR ART STUDIO-downtown
If,
contained.
900
sq
Self
8750 month or share $250 month

wfth

3 student. (fem.. Preutilities
ferred) $265 rent
phone Inc! own room & house
prelim Call Kim days 924.2808 or
leave massage et 44167863

I

CAFE SALSA

1408191146837
Term Papers Resumes
Theses

Night Saturdays Rush
Located in the
Santa Clara San Jo. Area
SERVICING YOUR WORD PRO
CESSING and Graphics needs
Call Kate al Technically Typing
Term papers
(4081 281-0750

avail
Student
Services 270-

Theses etc Laser printer
premolar spell purk check

TYPING

WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS
THESES -- RESUMES

checking gm...r check edit
no powerful graphics prowam
graphs, slides

TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
14081972-1563

over
WORD

and color too’ Plus last

turnaround end guaranteed work
Call now PAMELA at 948-3862
ACADEMIC

TYPING

PROCESSING letter quality
printing, copies. etc

CECILIA - 140612234102
Word
$14 hr $2 50
processing
page 1011CSIeVIS, Is SIMS.

AT REASONA-

BLE RATES -- Need our help,
Quality and ...racy guaranteed
Wend fast. dependable gremmar

WORD PROCESSING TYPING
Journalism graduate
On campkis every lay
spelling,
punctuation
A
grammar check Laser p.n.
Also. Desktop Publishing

aware, both college grads SpaMalty in Science and all English
subjects for theses, papers, re
ports resumes elf FPSo proy

cola. Florida In Oct The dates are
10th, 11th, 12th 8 13th Fm mom
Info cell John Pigmar at I

Free

(408)257-3978

flog disk storage 2’.
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Free
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sonable ’Ines quick turnaround

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME’
Wordprocessing to It. fullest CS
printing
spell
parity
laser

heads

Proposals

Feel -Expert -Dependable

Trust a pro Reports, theses. re
sumes
letters. mailings, *lc
Spell grammar check Wordpro.
cessing.WordPerfect 51. postscript laser prIntef Close to cam

for charts

Personal Bus

Reports

ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS’

an the U S S BOSH CV21, If so.
we are having a reunion in Pensa-

1
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ISemester Rates (All Issues)_
10-14 Lines 577 00
5-9 L ines $55 00
15 Plus i Ines $9900
I

Phone 924-3277

I

Print Name

I
Address

Phone_

City iSi Slate

bp

I

I

I
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OF SAN JOSE

LISA 5 TYPING 8
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE

eves weekends by appl Laser
printer Call ANNA - 972-4992

pus
P U
del
discounts
EDP
.14 EVELYN

U 55 BOXER REUNION
Granddad
Was your Fathef
Uncle, Cousin, Broth. of Friend
one of the 50.000 men who served

Fee, PERSONA. (4081453-0505

RESTAURANTR0011

(408)238-8759

Too many

papers, theses. tetter etc Grad
& under -grad
Available days

Call BRAINSTORM
(415)962-8801

F
is $
lnclosed

upporl All office booked apple
Call THERMAX off 223.1060

grade conscious gr... Very
reasonable rates Call RAJU at

reports and not
enough time, RELAX and let ME
do the TYPING" Resumes term

AAA.

Earn money for your traternity
sorority, club or business by sell.
ing Mik..reeried T.Shirl with

people interested In SM. Scot
Engr AdmIn Support I Bilingual
English Japanese posIlions No

SALES POSITION
Pt and FT position. open 5500.
$2500 wk potential Innovative res.
citing product Fre* training and

legal papers, melting lists. graph.
Ica. etc Call (4081984.5203 today’
LETTER QUALITY REPORTS, thesis,
etc are essy on professors lam.

gemaker
Scanning
Graphic
Arts We proof all our work and
laser p1101 11’ Call 923-3956

selection of

Ad Rates

I
PERSONA Is part of an INT L NET.
WORK with offices worldwide In
the Bay Ares we re looking for

petitive rates Term papers, tape
transcription, resumes, theses

your word proc.sing needs’ We
have experience in Wordpertect
’venture DTP WORDSTAR ’Pa.

FIAYBAN songlessses
please call
CHRIS .1 9974444
Leave message & I will return
your call

PRECISION WORD PROCESSING’ 175
wpm Quality guar... Com

thesis,

fliers,

F1AYBANS RAYBANS RAYBANS
For excellent prices Al large

disallImmmimmmmimmimmiemmisimiimaimse

I

overheads,

STUDENTS & PROFESSORS
call Picture Perfect Desktop Publishing and Design now for all

your design or logo

SECURITY OFFICE RS
NEED CASH,
CAVE SECURITY Is hiring for full
and pall time positions
All shifts available
CAVE SECURITY
1700 WYATT OR. SANTA CLARA
Call 946-2283 8-4 PM for Into.

(.11 formats) and Deektop Publishing !resumes, newsletters
fliers, ate) Call PATRICIA In WIL
LOW GLEN 1408t 28135688 (Nave
message)

Are you perfection
reit when,, comes to your moorls

San Carlos For more information
about activities. cell Rev Norb
Firnhaber .1 2980204

Iles. Avail 6 I. 377-9196

SERVICES WP -Pages
need polishing, Gel help from
Prolesslon.1 Tech [ditto with
English Degree Word Processing

A AAAHA. LOWER RATES A HIGHER

resumes

(408)972.9430

EDITORIAL

3647

any
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning at 10 45 AM at
Campus Christian Center, 10th 8

AM In Campbell Females only 2 br 1
1 2 bth, pool. tennis. $345 ’no,
6165 sec dep.
1 1 monthly unit -

TYPE

100, New York, NY 10025
WHERE DO YOU W6P47 TO 007 iles.
ico
Hewett,
Furope,
United
States, Call for low air fares Personalized service
Arlene 997-

free details Call today’ Someone
is waiting to meet you’ (408) (4151
toll II
975-2002 113
only $2

1 2 bib

ARE YOU CONCERNED *bout your
grades, Of course you are A
neatly typed paper gets
higher
gm. Error -free papers impress
profs For this quality. call WRITE

0) (as ’soon. in Consumer Reports NY Time.. & Let Go.) For
details call (2121864-2000 or write
AIRHITCH. 2790 Broedway. Ste

Bart any time at 289-1371

kitchen priv

COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE now
Hamilton
&
Winchester
Call
SHIRLEY el 379-3519 $2 per page
minimum 5 pages

$269. or from the E.. Coast for
no more then $160 with AIRHITCH

to leave your phone number on an
open line Call 14081 9662523 for

SJSU. prefer dependable student
no wool, 9 AM-9PM. 297-7679

(415)275.1059

ents Cell ANDY at 243.2830
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER’, Jet there anytime from
SFO or LAX for no more than

quality people or you can record
your own message And with OW
voice mail .rvIce you don I have

males only’

space 3 week course at night
Min 2 yr degree required eltp

credit card for you and your par-

up your phone Dial 976-2002 to
Swan Me exciting messages from

my 3 kids thru summer Please
call 978.1515 for further details
Guersnteed not to be boring’ Fe-

Pertect & HPLaser Jelll Consider
eble business experience and for
mer
English
mem
WILLOW
GLEN area

TYPING

HAS ROMANCE GONE born your Ille,
Now you can find love romance
or redveolure as easily as picking

FREE ROOM & BOARD, help me with

at (916)481-4063

sentenc structure (knowledgable on Turablan APA & Campbell
formats) Equipment used Word

fare’ Purchase your
student discount card now’ Also
ask about the TWA Gal.’ay

Roberts Bookstore

FOR LEASE,’ 2 lickm, 1 bth apartment.
$630 mo Close to SJSU. 571 S
7th, pkg. cable. 268-0439

Calculus,

OF. LA. Gan & 0-Chem. Physic
etc 24 different books available al
Spartan Bookstore (downstairs) 8

mit. VEGETARIAN house-Miter
wanted
Dales
6 20 90-8 20 90.
call 268-5753

t hostess & food servers Apply
Mon-Frl 2 30-3 PM, 1235 Oa...
Pkwy, Sunnyvale. call 245-2911

FIT

al term papers research projects
reeumes Will
gladly assist
o grammar
punctuetion
end

published

Professors
FILES
from
throughout USA Emern problems

n.rIng courses

CALL MRS MORTON at 266-9448 lor
EDITING 8 WORD PROCESSING

AIR FARE DISCOUNTS’ T W A of.
hers SJSU student 1Cft. off any

Judy Ryan at 298-0204

with professors own ’Welled so
lotions
Available tor 6 engi

Transcription services acaibable
Almaden Branahm area
Phone
264-4504

TRAVEL

EXAM

$7-$11 hr
NO DORKY HATS OR

... etc All formats including
APA Laser printer Quick reiurn

Ave . San Jose

more info about other activit.
call Father Bob Leger or Sister

248

hours, pert-tIme or full-time As
little ss 3 his day. twice week

RUSTY SCUPPER RESTAURANT is

COMMUNITY
Sunday evenings al

MASS on
6 30£ 8 00 PM. Campus Christian
Center 10th 8 San Carlos For

called water & that brown stuff
called air’ Environment products
fegistered with the E PA 30r
comminsion to start
3149

NEWMAN

CALL LINDA TODAY for seportenced
professional word processing
Theses term papers group pro-

1415.841.5036

TODAY GONE TOMORROW’

Call (415)2713-94401

247 2681 8 arn.13pfn for worryfr.
Profe....o.idependeibMeeence

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted
hair removed fore.’ by SpCII
III Conftdentisi Your very own
probe 747 7486, 335 5 Baywood

my care
GWEN CHELOREN.
R E
559-3500, 1645 S Bascom
Campbell
HAIR
Ave
*C.

summer internships

MADE

RESEARCH SERVICES
Tutoring, consultation bIllogrphic materiels and editing se.
ices Final draught preparation

Unwanted hair disuppears with

THE PERFECT SUMMER JOB
SMARTFOOD INC
Now interviewing for part time

A

EDITORIAL

blkIni.turrony.moustachebeck

140819461995, Mr Meggem

AND EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing’ Term paws reports group papers resumes letter& theses etc Loner quality, All
tormsts plus APA SPE L C HEK
punctuation grammar assistance
All won. guaranteed’ Cali PAM

Creative Products A Services
Mon), typestyles and designs to
Choose From
Call (406 238-2329

PERSON GROUP HOUSE for
lease to organization Plea. call
288-6273 or 268.1750

bons

RETAIL APPLIANCE STORE sell, an.
swift phones, general misc occe

BUTTONS.
CUSTOM DESIGNED
FOR YOU

APARTMENT

office Long
secure, clean
sober required All hard.
wood floors local. at 551.553 S
6th Sr Call MIKE ad 293-0989
5550 month dingle occupancy

AFFORDABLE

SERVICES

quiat

must be 18, have own car. Incur.
once. clean OMV very flexible

SALES

QUE5TICN hi

I IiNt OE TO KNOW MY
I WOULD FEEL 50 LONELY
A nee IF rOu EVER DIED. 5i.R.H
SELFISH THOuGHT

656-1497

2 BDRM house, share w 2 prof Gay
FEM Priv .1, bath w A d pool
spa $400
deposit 1 2 270.1790

SCARY UNIFORMS’
JUST A FUMCOOL PLACE

SAFARI.
ENGINEERING SUMMER JOB Bel.
mont publisher has perfect job for
major
Engineering
Jr Sr Grad

MAY! RELK4 ONE
IMPOSSIBLE

HUN DOE5 ONE
DEAL MTH DEATH?
VW (ML ABOUT
DAILY (WEANS?

RIED TO

ea Call 998-0648 between It AM6 PM

lure Call 964.1340

CAT LOVING. NON-SMOKING respon.

Positions in Santa Clara. Milpitas,
N San Jo.

PERSONAL LOANS up to $2500."
(Subject to credit spproyst. Call

Apply in person 24 hrs
ACUF ACTS Inc
days
week
260 Meridian Ave San Jose

298-1569. Willow Glen area 30 hr
during summer

Professional Sales
Toffning School

Never before hss there been
such a complete School of

Aaron Malchow
SAVE
iiER,AVVEAtET, AND
5HE DIED. I DID
WINING TOR dIACE.
IM HE LIVES Mir
I

All shifts eoslleble

you Also, good part-time income
for the holidays Call JANE al 251-

110266, Campbell. C. 95008

Funhouse

HOUSING

Full time and Part time

$7 95 tells you where to go & what
to ask for el local agencies who
will insist you free of charge
Please send chock to HART Box

Pot PHIAE

0(91/nores- ykt

raiNINS 7

Monet delivery now PT. Tue. &
Th 1.530 PM Sat 10-4 PM Call

AUTO SALES

This Is a comprehensive training school designed to train

krafr

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE TRAIN YOU

CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH

KNOW WHO IS WILLING to pay for
your *spent.. knowledge in your
study, tleld of Interest. or hobby

Ape)
SULU IN
GENERAL . 14044
If, IN 4 Fake OF
5a4t- TV
(AM, usED TufaCisre
h6TEKD Of .
141 post, Wets-,

JMIT EIEM6

Call 888-8560

EASY MONEY.

M.4250. 6

SottIvIG COWS,

TO WORK!
To be on the Driving Team, you

838-8885. est 134250

(1) 602-838-8885. Eat
am -10 pm. 7 days

SECASIE

_CMIW

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS

MOMMIFIFer
milA,
’ft HEARD ’
FIVIERF1F,N Fill
Tov4 rev,
1

71L1a99014, WOW*

Classified

and a synagogue in Seattle.
"Winslow agreed that their intended targets were in Seattle because they were sure to get maximum impact due to the upcoming
Goodwill Games," Trier said, referring to the Olympic-style athletic
event planned for July and August
in Seattle, Tacoma and other cities
in the state.
Winslow and Nelson were
charged with conspiring to bomb
Winslow talked of
the Neighbours Disco after traveling to Seattle from Hayden Lake
plans with Nelson to
and buying materials to make a
bomb.
bomb several black
The government charged Baker
bars in Tacoma,
with possession of two pipe
bombs.
several Korean
Winslow and Nelson were taken
into custody as they emerged from
businesses in south
a van parked at a motel south of
Tacoma and a
Seattle. A search of the vehicle
up a 6-inch pipe with caps
synagogue in Seattle. turned
for both ends, smokeless gunpowder, a coil of primer fuse, a
propane cylinder, a 12-gauge
Trier said Winslow talked of pump-action shotgun, a .38-caliber
plans with Nelson to bomb several revolver. a "stun gun," knives,
black bars in Tacoma. several Ko- hate literature and other items, the
rean businesses in south Tacoma FBI said.
IMMIMIMIN

r,, ,)0f SuPIE4
THE TUNA. 101
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you it) 8040/1
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15

ANOMOUNCiliff NT -

AMPS MT ’OA

hem

Hayden Lake, Idaho, federal authorities said.
Trier said in his affidavit that
some information obtained by the
FBI came from legal electronic
surveillance and that Nelson and
Winslow were followed by federal
agents from the Aryan Nations
compound in Idaho to the Seattle
area.

""’"’

4 TWA. FAMILY
IN FaMmeaw. LISA

ALTEOAREs

H

Maguire & Mehallo

Seven Second Delay

FBI arrests two white -supremacists
SEATTLE (AP) - Two Idaho
men with ties to the white-supremacist movement planned to bomb
Korean businesses, a Jewish synagogue and bars popular with blacks
and gays, an FBI agent says in a
government complaint.
The two were arrested Saturday
near a motel south of Seattle just
hours before they planned to detonate a bomb at a popular gay club,
Thomas Trier. FBI special agent
stationed in Tacoma, said in an affidavit.
John Winslow, 29. of LaClede.
Idaho. and Stephen E. Nelson, 35,
of Hayden Lake, Idaho. appeared
in federal court Monday for a bond
hearing. The hearing was continued until Thursday at the government’s request.
A third man, Proctor J. Baker,
57. of Coeur d’Alene. Idaho, was
arrested Saturday in Coeur d’Alene
and appeared in court there Monday. Details of Baker’s involvement were not disclosed.
All three men were associated
with the white supremacist group
the Church of Jesus Christ Christian (Aryan Nations), based in
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Pot may kill herpes virus
LOS ANGE.I.F.S tAPi
The
search tor new anti -herpes drugs
may he helped by the discovery
that marijuana’s active ingredient
kills herpes viruses in the test tube,
hut scientists said smoking weed
won’t relieve the painful sores.
"Smoking pot is not going to
help your herpes. and it could
make things a lot worse" by increasing vulnerability to other diseases and perhaps cancer, although
the evidence is inconclusive. said
Gerald Lance. a microbiologist at
the University of South Florida in
’Tampa
He warned that people with oral
or genital herpes would he badly
misguided if they used the findings
to justify smoking marijuana,
which has other hannful effects
and is illegal. Marijuana smokers
couldn’t get adequate THC levels
in their blood to alleviate herpes
s. Lance said.
"If the infection is on your
penis, having the drug in your
blood isn’t going to do the jolt,"
said Lance. who presented his
findings Monday at the American
Society for Microbiology’s annual
meeting in Anaheim.
Lance and his colleagues found
that delta 9 tetrahydrocannabinol,
or Inc the psychoactive ingredient in marijuana killed
the
oral herpes simplex virus, known
as HSV- I. when they were incubated together in laboratory glassware. ’The THC level was somewhat higher than found in the
blood of regular pot smokers. he
said.
HSV- I causes cold sores. The
scientists didn’t test THC against
herpes simplex virus-2, which
causes genital herpes. But Lance
said the drug almost certainly will
kill the genital herpes virus because it is so similar to the oral
herpes ims.
The study also found that THC
killed cytomegalovirus. another
herpes virus that causes flu-like
symptoms in adults and is nation’s
leading infectious cause of birth
defects. It didn’t kill several other
viruses, including those responsible for polio and stomach infections.
Lance said his discovery may
help scientists find substances related to THC that don’t affect the
mind but do kill viruses.
"The exciting thing to me is that

the (TU(’) molecule might hold a
key for developing more effective
treatments for herpes." said Ronald Alkana. a professor of pharmacology and toxicology at the University of Southern California.
Ronald K Siegel. a psychopharmacologist at the University of
California. Los Angeles, said he
worried that Lance’ study will
"provide fuel to marijuana users
and supporters."
"That’s unfortunate." Siey,.!
said. "Even if smoking marquan.,
helped control herpes, the costs of
marijuana
smoking getting
busted and losing your job, for one
thing - certainly overshadow any
of the potential benefits of treating
herpes. ’
Siegel also said THC"s action
against herpes in a test tube is irrelevant to what happens in humans because the drug’s breakdown products. not THC itself,
produce the greatest effect on cells
in the body.
In another test-tube study,
scheduled for presentation at the
microbiology meeting this afternoon, University of South Florida microbiology student Kirk
Trisler found TUC suppressed the
normal growth of disease-fighting
white blood cells and disrupted
their ability to kill tumor cells.
A number of previous studies
also have shown THC can impair
various components of the human
immune system, while others
found no such damage. Siegel. Alkana and Lane, agreed there is no
evidence demonstrating that pot
smokers are more prone to diseases, except for bronchitis and
other smoke-related lung problems.
Lance speculated that if THC is
able kill herpes viruses in people,
the inactivated viruses might increase the person’s vulnerability to
cancer. In previous test-tube experiments, scientists have found
that inactivated herpes viruses can
convert healthy cells into cancer
cells, he said.
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"It sounds like this guy wants to
show something bad (about marijuana) at all costs," Alkana said.
"But he’s showing it (THC) has
potential. . .
antiviral
some
Whether or not it might help in
treatment of human herpes is unknown at this time."

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

2

DRESS PROFESSIONALLY
AND BRING YOUR RESUME!

THURSDAY,
May 17, 1990
11AM to 2:30PM

Student Union Ballroom
Coordinated by SJSU CAREER
PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
SJSU Career Panning and Placement Center services end
progreme ere pryrided without regard to rec.. color, religion.
sex, sexual orientation, national origin. Kw, or dlasbility

GRADUATES
YOU NEED SHORT-TERM HEALTH INSURANCE

Learn office skills and get paid $$$

- PART-TIME/FULL-TIME
- FLEX IBLE HOURS
CUI is a computer manufacturing and marketing
firm based in Santa Clara and has the following positions
available:

- ACCOUNTING / BOOKKEEPING
Some bookkeeping experience.

- RECEPTIONIST
Able to handle multiple line phones, organize, type and file.

- COMPUTER ASSEMBLY
Any experience with computer hardware or hands on experience i.e plumbing,
carpentry, electrician, etc.

If you are persevering, responsible, dependable, able
to work with others and can communicate clearly.
Please call Jenny or JIII at (408) 988-1970.

AND YOU NEED IT

NOW!

OPTION ONE

TM

Short -Term
Health Insurance
Rates

YOU ARE COVERED THE DAY
YOUR APPLICATION IS APPROVED.
Same day approval
No medical examination
Worldwide coverage
No deductible in case of accidents
No longer eligible for dependent coverage
Waiting to be covered under group policy?

Free Quotes and Information.
(408) 294-6468
(415) 790-1344

cul

Arthur & Associates Insurance Sales

